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Architecture

Library West Addition and Renovation
University of Florida, LEED Gold Certification, 2003.

Rendering of cast stone medallion (above). AIA competition board (right - one of four).

Library West Addition and Renovation
University of Florida
The 24.2 million dollar LEED® Gold Certified
project expanded, reprogrammed, and refurbished a
40-year-old facility to respond appropriately to
contemporary library needs in the availability of
technology, user functionality, material collections
storage and access, staff operations, and client
service. The primary design objectives were to house
1.6 million volumes under strict environmental
control and provide for a minimum of 1,600 user
seats with a wide variety of configurations and
information technology applications. The goal was to
create comfortable settings for both private study and
group interaction with broad access to many media
sources.
The design process integrated the key library issues
of wayfinding, access to services, security and
control with the differing spatial and environmental
requirements of patrons and collections. The
collections are housed at 70o F temperature and 50%
relative humidity. The academic nature of the facility
called for an inviting and stimulating interior to
promote the development and sharing of ideas. This
concept was carried into the development of custom
furniture to outfit the entire facility as a cyber cafe
responding to the campus social culture. The existing
building was gutted and transformed into an open
plan layout around a central circulation and service
core, maximizing the availability of daylight and
views for both users and staff. Functional elements
of the building program were organized around a
tightly controlled and clearly defined system of

circulation paths. Uniquely applied materials and
textures were used to define spaces and elements, to
promote movement and to highlight library
operational systems. A 3-story addition on the north
side was conceived as a “Book Box” dedicated
primarily to collection storage with reading spaces
around the perimeter. Compact mobile shelving was
used to maximize storage in the smallest possible
building volume. The immense weight of this
shelving system precluded its use in the upper floors
of the existing structure. This area required a
reinforced concrete waffle- slab system to minimize
the depth of new floor structure needing to match the
elevations of existing adjoining floors.
Vertical space was at a premium and the design team
was challenged to integrate all new building systems
with the limited floor-to-floor heights of the existing
structure. Mechanical and electrical systems were
left largely exposed in the addition to create a sense
of larger spaces. Back- lit suspended plastic ceiling
panels and finished wood shelving system end panels
were used to define circulation and seating spaces.
The design of the addition completes the public
urban edge of the historic campus core and
establishes itself as a new landmark while reflecting
the scale, texture and character of the original
campus Gothic style buildings flanking each side of
the site. The secure main entrance to the library
maintains a strong connection with the major exterior
student gathering space on the South side of the
existing building. The South facade of the existing
building was opened up dramatically on the lower
two floors to make the facility more inviting as well
as more dynamic.

Vandenberg Airport Mosquito Control Hangar, Tampa, Florida, 2006.

Completed hangar with aircraft, photographs

Building section. (above), plan (below).

Site plan, drawing.

Hangar with mosquito control helicopter, photograph.

Ford Amphitheater Sound Wall, AIA Detail Award Tampa Bay, Tampa, Florida, 2007

Structural steel drawing (top), sections (middle), inspiration (bottom).

Computer sketches (right).

Preliminary design sketches.

Construction photographs.

Interior view of sound wall with acoustic insulation installed.

Exterior facade as seen from Interstate 4.

Hillsborough Community College SouthShore Campus Multipurpose Facility, New campus design, LEED
Gold certification, Winner of the AIA Tampa Bay Dean Rowe Design Excellence Top Honor Award, Ruskin,
Florida, 2008.

Way-finding and LEED signage, aluminum printing process.

Reclaimed water in foreground that is used to provide water for toilets, photograph.

“SouthShore Center represents a bold commitment to sustainable building design and operations.
As Campus President I am honored to further that commitment by promoting our campus as a
stellar example of green building concepts. Designed and constructed for LEED certification
(Leader- ship in Energy and Environmental Design), the SouthShore Center incorporates a number
of sustainable features, including a rainwater recycling process to service all of our restrooms with
non-po- table water, a raised-floor HVAC system that provides greater efficiencies for cooling,
maximum use of natural light combined with the latest in lighting technology to reduce electrical
dependence, and landscaping with all-native plantings to virtually eliminate the use of chemicals
and fertilizers. Educating our students, future students, and the greater SouthShore communities
to the importance of preserving and sustaining our environment is one of SouthShore’s major
commitments. We welcome all visitors and guests to our facility to show them how we have
integrated award-winning aesthetic design with earth-friendly, energy-conscious functionality.”
George F. Keith, Ph.D. Campus President, HCC SouthShore

.

Finalized design sketches.

Courtyard with bamboo, photograph (above).

North elevation main entry with xeriscaped landscape, photograph.

Site plan sketch showing functional landscape water features (top), walkways overlooking courtyard, design sketch (bottom).

West elevation showing covered courtyard with xeriscaped landscape.

Interior of the second floor library showing light sensitive light fixtures in operation.

Interior views of classroom and library.

William H. Johnston Building, LEED Gold certification, honor award published in the fall 2012 Florida/
Caribbean Architect: The Official Journal of the Florida Association of the American Institute of Architects,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, 2012.
Atrium (below).

“The designers of this project
recognized the challenges they faced
making additions to an historic
collegiate
structure.
Particularly
difficult was the incorporation of the
new combined floor plate. Daylight was
utilized to make both the original
structure and the new addition
delightful spaces.”
- The Jury

Elevations, construction documents.

Overall first floor life safety plan, the renovated building is shown below and the addition is above with the atrium at the center,
construction documents.

Section and elevation, construction documents (above left), new addition renovation of lecture hall, photograph (above right).

Tinker Elementary School, MacDill Air Force Base, Energy Star Building, Tampa, Florida, 2007.

Rendering of the double courtyard elementary school with the library located at the center.

Overall plan (top), elevations (bottom).

Sun protection, section at library window (above), Energy Star board design, energy saving concepts (right).

Magnolia Hall, dormitory, The University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, 2007

Elevations.

This college dormitory consists of three separate
buildings, two with seven-supported levels and one
with six-supported levels. There are also three onesupported levels between the buildings. There are
seven full height internal stair towers and two full
height elevator towers in the three structures. The

exterior of this building consists of 10" insulated
horizontal and vertical wall panels with staggered
vertical reveals and recesses. The floors consist of 8"
and 10" hollow-core plank with 2 ½" of CIP topping.
The roofs of the one-supported levels between the
buildings consist of double tees and beams.

Floor plan for the 7th floor.

The dorm rooms are designed around a living room.
The living room expands the useful space for the
students and allows for more social interaction as
well as study spaces. The base level feature amenities
such as a dining hall, lounge and study spaces.

Sections.

Photographs.
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The Reality of Toys: An Exploration of Interstitial Space
The University of Florida School of Architecture
Masters Research Project 2003

Watercolor Postcard. From the Italy series, 4”x6”, Master of Architecture, research project. Vicenza School of Architecture,
University of Florida School of Architecture, 2003.

Watercolor Postcards. From the Italy series, each postcard is 4”x6”, Master of Architecture, research project. Vicenza School of
Architecture, University of Florida School of Architecture, 2003.

The 4”x6” postcards were used as inspiration
for the operable Spatial Tools. They were
used to analyze literal and phenomenal
transparency in situations around Europe.

Spatial Tools. From the research project “The Reality of Toys: An Exploration of Interstitial Space” (above and right).

The materials that were used were rubbed with oil
and the color of the wood was integral. The black
wood is ebony, the purple wood is purpleheart, and
the light wood is poplar. There were several toys
crafted that encouraged the viewer to use their mind
in conjunction with their hands to manipulate of the

tools as toys. Playing with the toys was encouraged
as this strengthened the user’s memory of the spatial
implications, the hand and mind work in conjunction
to create memories. Master of Architecture, research
project, University of Florida School of Architecture,
2003.

Spatial Tools. From the research project “The Reality of Toys: An Exploration of Interstitial Space.” Master of Architecture, research
project, University of Florida School of Architecture, 2003 (above and right).

Pwojé Manmito: Building Bas Cange with Strategies for a Nation
The Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA)
Sustainable Terraced Rural Community Design for the Haiti Design Challenge Competition 2011
University of Florida School of Architecture

Pwojè Manmito (the Manmito Project) combines
existing efforts across Haiti into a comprehensive
village development strategy; it is implemented
locally and is applicable to sites across the nation of
Haiti. This project outlines a method to
simultaneously develop agroforestry, watershed
management, local and regional market economies,
and village building.
Manmito’s vision was to turn the scattered families
in the valley of Bas Cange into an integrated village
included development of an affective vernacular
architecture. Before Manmito’s death, she sponsored
the design and construction of a prototype house for
Bas Cange, embodying the desires of locals and
definitions of what constitutes a “home.” This design
extends Manmito’s vision to encompass a complete
village-building
design
for
rural
Haiti,
simultaneously working at diverse scales to unlock
the potentials of the vertical landscape characterized
by “mountains beyond mountains.” Programmatic

needs personally expressed by the local population
of Bas Cange include the light and durable materials
preferred for construction by local craftsmen is
reflected in Manmito’s prototype house. The design
includes a set of species in the Agroforestry Plan as
well as the need for subsistence food crops, market
crops, soil improvement and erosion resistance.
The upper Cange market is be the TechnologyIncubator for the new building system as well as the
terrace system which encompasses living spaces,
bathing, washing, play and the agroforestry plan. The
terrace system allows for the mountains of Haiti to
be occupied by housing, crops, circulation and pools
of water. A key component is the application of a
group of species developed as part of the timber reintroduction effort in Haiti while adding popular
native species that can be used as building materials
to provide elements of new construction techniques
for sustainable local development specific to Haiti’s
needs and resources. The species set provides
expansion of the national market for local building

materials at a higher standard than readily available
to Haitians today. This initiative combines economic
and agricultural development with emphasis on a
vernacular language for construction.
The existing construction techniques are improved
by introducing Transitional Material Systems that

will be replaced with matured locally grown
products; this system allows for familiar yet safer
buildings. The Cange Market is a Techne-Incubator
that establishes a system of simple manufactured
components that are easily transported, joined and
constructed to form a variety of configurations.

New double courtyard school for Academi Chretienne De Macombre, Macombre, Haiti 2010-2012,

Construction documents for the new school (above left), early construction photos (above right).

Classroom Section (typical), Academi Chretienne De Macombre, Macombre, Haiti, 2010-2012. Construction documents for the new
double courtyard school.

The construction documents were formatted and
scaled for 11x17 for ease of printing and distribution.
Several of the schools have been rebuilt throughout
Haiti using these plans. One of the main concerns of
the students was going back into a solid concrete
structure with a concrete roof because of their
legitimate fears that an earthquake would destroy
their school and endanger their lives. The reinforced
walls support a lightweight all-steel structure.

Macombre double courtyard school, photographs of the completed school, Academi Chretienne De Macombre, Macombre, Haiti,
2010-2012 (above and right).

The Culture of a Machine Crafted Architecture: The First Tournalaid Communities
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture Fall Conference
Local Identities Global Challenges, Houston, Texas 2011
Everett E Henderson Jr
University of Florida
Abstract
The Tournalayer was a remarkable mechanized
system for crafting prefabricated housing that
established the first Tournalaid communities in the
United States during the mid-1940s. These houses
and communities are exemplary models that
epitomized the entrepreneur Robert Gilmore
Letourneau’s experimental energy to apply new
technology to create the first Tournalaid
communities in Vicksburg, Mississippi and
Longview, Texas.
The revealed history of the Tournalaid communities
demonstrates how the building materials, innovative
technology and the unique “house in a day”
construction system came together to form
neighborhoods with lasting cultural bonds and
memories. The Vicksburg Tournalaid community
lasted for over half a century until the mid 1990s
when the community of houses was destroyed; the
Longview, Texas community has several houses
remaining. In view of the fact that the Vicksburg
houses have been removed, the community bonds
and memories are still being revealed, though they
are gradually becoming lost.
This research seeks to bring forward the cultural
heritage of the first Tournalaid community through
the people, the place and the prefabrication
technology that made the community culturally and

architecturally meaningful. This research highlights
how designers had the ability to develop technology
to suit their needs. A simple case study of worker
housing in the 1940s will reveal how the larger
ideas of modernism influenced the impact of
housing on the community and their families. The
machine and the craftsman interacted with the
technological processes to reveal hope for the
future.
The Evolution of the Design of LeTourneau’s
Houses and Communities
Robert Gilmore “R.G.” LeTourneau was an
industrialist at the beginning of the 20th century; he
is best remembered for producing revolutionary
earth moving equipment. While his education was
not academic, it was achieved through real-world
experience. His early work as a mold-maker, lead
pourer, land-clearer and auto mechanic established
his philosophy towards craft. While he held over
300 patents, his interest was not in the patent but
rather newer and faster ways to work. He was often
quoted as saying “work faster, not harder.”
Experimentation and invention were constant with
LeTourneau and he was not afraid of failure only a
small percentage of his machines worked as
intended, but the ones that did – worked well.

R.G. LeTourneau’s first steel housing system and
community design was in Peoria, Illinois in 1936.
Embossed pressed steel panels were welded
together to form the skin. The same panels were
used as the inner and outer skin to form the wall
thickness, held apart with welded bracing and filled
with insulation. The community was called the “All
Steel Colony”2 and was a worker housing
development that LeTourneau named LeTourneau
Court; the twenty-three 3-4 room houses were air
conditioned and romantically referred to as “The
Garden City of Tomorrow.”3 The architect who
worked with LeTourneau designed the houses with
flat roofs, steel floors, corner windows, air
conditioning and an occupiable roof deck.

Figure 1: Tournalayer No. 2 in Longview, Texas 1946. Top
images shows the inner form to the left and the lower image
shows the outer form being lowered over the inner. Image
courtesy of the LeTourneau University Archives.

Ultimately, LeTourneau was a craftsman who used
his knowledge of earth moving equipment to create
several housing systems that established
communities across America.1 LeTourneau’s ideas
on how to create new techniques for production and
new forms of housing constantly evolved from the
mid 1930s until the mid 1960s and now serve as a
point of reflection for architects to consider how the
machine crafted home might provide hope for
future prefabricated communities.

The houses were sited to face each other so as to
enclose a central pedestrian circulation space. This
house system would later be marketed as “dustproof, termite-proof and carefree”. There were plans
to exhibit the “Compact five-room for speedy age”
house at the Golden Gate Exposition in San
Francisco in 1939 although the plans never came to
fruition. 4
The second community created was in Toccoa,
Georgia and referred to as Tournapull, Georgia by
Letourneau where he built houses, a large dammed
lake, airport, training center, his own all-steel home
and a Christian conference center in addition to the
plant. The conference grounds and camp consisted
of “The World’s First All-Steel Hotel” which had
seven wings radiating off of a central 100’ diameter
self-supported dome of his own design.5 The ApartHouses in Toccoa were small, simple and efficient
houses of pressed steel panel construction. Different
from the houses at the Peoria plant, the ApartHouses were 12’x32’ and built with a jig. The walls
were insulated with vermiculite and the appliances

were integral to the humble 384sf house. Larger,
more complex homes were also created with the
goal of being “modern and attractive.”6 Many
visitors to the LeTourneau development felt that he
was “developing a new ‘Utopia’ to show the nation
how a Christian ideal can become a concrete fact.”7
Next, LeTourneau set his sights on Vicksburg,
Mississippi. The site was selected for its proximity
to the Mississippi River for the ability to ship large
machinery with ease; railroad tracks also led
directly into the plant from the main railroad.
LeTourneau started the Vicksburg plant in the early
1940s and the first houses introduced were the small
steel Apart-Houses shipped from the Georgia plant.
Originally named Glass, Mississippi, LeTourneau
renamed this community just south of Vicksburg
“Letourneau, Mississippi”. The site would
eventually grow to boast farms, a dairy, a general
store, gas station, post office, fire department, tennis
courts, a swimming pool called the “TournaPool”
and a chapel. Chapel was an introduced part of
daily life on site for the workers and was envisioned
as a lunchtime retreat.
LeTourneau’s experimental concrete housing began
in Vicksburg in early 1944 and was created to “Pour
Post War Homes”.8 Several curved forms were
created with the intent of connecting the individual
distinct forms as a kit of parts to create a whole. The
idea, for the individual forms, was to be able to suit
the needs to the homeowners and site. While several
different forms were created, none of the separate
forms were ever actually joined to finish a whole
house; the curved concrete shells were 2-3” thick
unreinforced concrete; the forms themselves
provided the necessary structural strength without
the use of steel.

The most complex form created was the ‘Four Leaf
Clover’ as LeTourneau called it; those in the
Letourneau community often referred to it as ‘The
Igloo’ (See Figure X). Interestingly, LeTourneau
perceived many of his communities through the
aerial view as he owned several airplanes and often
published aerial photos in his self-published
newsletter NOW.9 He may have conceived the shape
of this building in plan due to the fact that ‘The
Igloo’ was immediately rejected by LeTourneau
once the three dimensional structure was built;
citing the hindrance and limitations of curvilinear
walls with respect to furniture placement and
overall organization of interior space. While
experimenting with complex curved forms,
LeTourneau was also experimenting with a simple
rectilinear form but complex housing system that
would be made by a new machine called the
Tournalayer.

Figure 2: The Clover aka the Igloo - Experimental concrete
housing in Vicksburg. February 1944. Image courtesy of
LeTourneau University Archives.

Figure 3: The first Tournalaid house was poured in Vicksburg, Mississippi in November 1945. Image from the in-house publication
NOW vol. 10, no.44 (March 15, 1946).

During World War II, steel in the United States was
used for essential machinery and considered
inappropriate for housing, and concrete became the
better choice. The Tournalayer was first created in
1944, and was a complex, 165-ton machine that
created a “house-a-day” with the assistance of a
Tournacrane and Tournamixer. 10 While single-pour
concrete houses were in existence at the beginning
of the century, Letourneau exploited the idea of

production by developing flexible reusable
formwork that permitted openings in the shell to be
located quickly while allowing the form itself to
change in size. The Tournalayer could precisely
place a house within a quarter of an inch.11 This
kind of precision was necessary to create multistoried houses as well as multi-cast houses.

The second Tournalayer community established by
Letourneau consisted of employee housing at the
Longview, Texas plant. It began in 1946 with the
introduction of Tournalayer No. 2 and the second
Tournalaid community began with much fanfare;
the first pouring of a Tournalaid house was met
with cheerleaders, speeches and a 132-page Special
Sunday Edition of the Longview Daily News.
Several thousand people, including senators,
preachers, reporters and the Kilgore Rangerettes
watched as the second Tournalayer poured the first
house on what is now LeTourneau University. The
dedication ceremony of LeTourneau Technical
Institute of Texas simultaneously occurred on
February 25, 1946 and the event provided an
excellent opportunity to showcase LeTourneau’s
equipment.
The Craftsmen
While the concept of casting a “house in a day” was
simple, the reality consisted of a complicated
sequence of events requiring a trained group of
craftsmen to successfully complete. The 1950
brochure “The Tournalayer and How It Works”
defines the multiple processes and sequence of
events that will need to occur to produce housing
with the massive equipment.
Now we must ask the question: What is the true
goal of the craftsman? Is the goal about the machine
or is it the end product? The activity of creating is
not only the process of creating, but the end product
as well. Henry Petroski makes the point clear with
the example of the invention of the paperclip and
the patented machine that made the original paper
clip. With his focus on the machine for making the
standard paperclip, the inventor William

Middlebrook patented the machine in 1899, but
neglected to patent the paperclip design itself.12 The
inventor was so intensely focused on the machine
that he lost sight of the end goal. He neglected the
fact that there was more than one way to
accomplish the same goal or the possibility that it
could be accomplished more efficiently by other
means.
The men that LeTourneau employed were the
craftsmen who formed the Tournalayer; they
directly influenced in the end housing product and
its form. In effect they were, with their new early
20th century tools, indirectly forming housing for
themselves and their families. The quality in every
aspect of their craft influenced the final product,
their homes. At multiple scales, the final form of the
house was influenced by the Tournalayer; from the
individual weld marks to the overall moulds. Marco
Frascari stated “The designer in the past could rely
on the craftsmen to help solve the details, this is
before the architect prepared the detail drawings.
For builders there was no need for detailed
drawings because details were simply common
knowledge.”13
The craftsman’s skill with their material of choice
was key. The direct knowledge of how the materials
would act and perform was closely tied to the
craftsman and their abilities. Direct knowledge and
contact with the materials through repetitive work
allowed the craftsman to know how the materials
would behave with the use of specific tools. The
welder as craftsman relied little on detail drawings.
The first several Tournalayers evolved as the new
homes were created. A feedback loop was
established that improved the machine, and
therefore the house as product. Paul Ricoeur notes
that history is also the history of the plurality of

men; that is to say not only of individuals, but also
the communities and civilizations.14 The Tournalaid
community was created and experienced by the men
who created it. A strength and pride of community
was forged.

He also went on to state that there was no reason
why the assembled house, fabricated in the factory,
should not be made as beautiful and as efficient as
the modern automobile in which there was a new
simplicity, “a machine-made simplicity.”17

The hand and mind are so closely connected that
when making removes the hand, the mind can
become isolated. Richard Sennett writes: “Making
is thinking”; the craftsman’s mind will suffer when
the hand and mind are separated and that both
understanding and expression are impaired.15 The
artist and craftsman controlling the machine as a
creative tool have been contemplated for the entire
twentieth century; Frank Lloyd Wright wrote: “Not
one educational institution in America has as yet
attempted to forge the connecting link between
science and art by training the artist to his actual
tools, or, by a process of nature-study that develops
in him power of independent thought, fitting him to
use them properly.”16 This foresight still rings true
and serves as a reminder that the craftsman has a
responsibility to visualize the end product to be
created. The responsibility of the craftsman is to
create and know their tools as well as to understand
their consequences and potential simultaneously.

Early in the 20th century in the United States, the
need for immediate family housing was great and
Americans were accepting of new manufacturing
solutions because the new inventions were
improving everyday life at the touch of a button.
The new inventions represented hope, and machines
were the tools. Understanding how the machines are
physically made might be straight forward, but
understanding why they were created in a specific
way is an historical question. As Hans-Georg
Gadamer wrote, “it is precisely the task of an
historical hermeneutics to consider the tension that
exists between the identity of the common object
and the changing situation in which it must be
understood.”18
The
design
challenge
of
prefabricated housing interested many architects in
the modern era, however, the reward came from the
intellectual challenge inherent in the design itself
rather than with its ultimate realization.19 Architects
and manufacturers of the machines and housing
systems did not always work together to create the
end product of the house. The how and the why
were often separated. The hand and the mind were
disconnected.

While multiplicity in housing has been noted as a
cause for the lacking of complexity, it does afford
the potential for tuning the spaces after repetition
and time. This is deeply related to both
prefabrication and architectural design. While
speaking at a real estate convention in 1932, Wright
spoke of the significance of how to use the machine
and his plans for an “assembled house.” He said,
“The house itself is going to take on some of the
characteristics that Henry’s Model-T took on when
it was in Henry’s hands, when it was in the
inventor’s hands. An inventor is not an architect.”

The period of the 1940s-60s required new ways of
thinking about modernity and human dwelling. New
experiments in housing and communities were
undertaken. Efficient use of materials, flexible
spaces, carefree and durable materials, as well as
new inventions to lessen labor in the home were all
being introduced. LeTourneau’s Tournalayer had
less of a contribution to the actual design of houses,

yet provided a viable theoretical framework for
individual designers and architects to work within.
Many different designers and architects over time
were employed to work with the Tournalayer and to
site the many different communities. While it might
appear that a standard machine will output a
repeated series of identical houses, the Tournalayer

was used to create many different communities,
each with very different character. The Tournalayer
was employed as a tool to create the form of the
individual house, but the designers for each
community tailored the houses to fit within the local
context.

Figure 4: Mural Title: R. G. LeTourneau Industries: Building an Industry and God's Kingdom. Dedicated: May 14, 2009. Artist
Robert Dafford.

While making a tool to make a thing, a craftsman
must focus not only on the tool that is at hand, but
they must project its intended consequence upon the
materials that the tool is to come into contact with
and help form. Martin Heidegger speaks of
enframing as a revealing in conjunction with the
technological parts of an assembly. He uses the
example of engine components. Putting the
components of the assembly into an order will go
beyond enframing to encompass technological
activity.20 Ordering and assembling the parts of a

whole are influenced by a person’s way of thinking
at a specific point in time. Simply existing in a
different historical time and context allows for new
or different human activity to influence the
outcome. This sense of historicity allows for a new
reading of the technology of the past. The
architectural context allows for the reading of the
craftsmen’s thoughts of the past. The evolution of
the Tournalayer speaks to the need for efficiency.
While the first Tournalayer looked much the same
as the later Tournalayers, the architectural context

that drove the machine in each construction case
changed extensively over the years.
The Hope for the Machine
Many communities were established using the
Tournalayer. While Vicksburg, Mississippi (Figure
4) was the first, there were many more including:
Longview, Texas; Muroc, California; Yuma,
Arizona; Corpus Christi, Texas; Los Angeles,
California; Sao Paolo, Brazil; Toccoa, Georgia;
Beer Sheva, Israel; and Monrovia, Liberia. Not all
of the Tournalaid communities have been located at
the time of this paper. Looking at how these
Tournalaid communities evolved sheds light onto
the thoughts of the people at the time. There was
hope that man’s inventions would help to create the
modern home and give man more time for leisure
and contemplation.
Prefabrication in construction was a solution that
allowed for speed. Architects, designers and
manufacturers were all developing new ideas about
how to construct the new American home. Early in
the 20th century new tools were being developed at
a staggering pace. New was the goal; new itself was
accepted automatically as being better. While the
design of the spaces in these houses was certainly
considered, the speed at which the houses could be
constructed was driving the initiative. The
Tournalayer housing construction spanned over
twenty years. The later housing began to take on
more control than the earlier forms, due to the
experience through repetition and the established
feedback loop. While the Tournalayer was highly
capable of repetition, there was continuous striving
to retune the final design and create variety within
each community. Many later designs incorporated
more traditional craftsmanship in conjunction with

the base Tournalaid form. The feedback loop
enabled the craftsman to tune their skills and
therefore direct their knowing of the machine and
it’s potential.
There are many paradoxes of the prefabricated
house, such as “its commercial ubiquity on one
hand and its failure as a utopian idea on the other;
the fascination it has held for modernism’s leading
protagonists; and the role it has in played in
determining relations between invention and
production in modernity.”21 The Tournalayer was
an industrial solution to American housing during
and after World War II. While the house
construction process is relatively easy to
comprehend, how these houses helped define the
American communities deserves further
Machines will not instantly create architecture
without sensitive thought from an architect. The
architect should look toward the positive attributes
that technology and the machine has to offer.
Designers as craftsmen of the machines “through
the pondering of the silversmith” in Heidegger’s
sense,22 have an influence on the final product that
will be produced. Seemingly contradictory values
can be merged to strengthen architecture and add
worth to what the architect designs, what the
craftsman creates and the resulting product that the
machine produces. If the Tournalayer house can be
seen as the first of many renditions of an
economical but “carefree” prefabricated home, then
it is the opportunity of the architect to take the tool
to the next level. The most significant contribution
made by LeTourneau was his ability to introduce
hope into the American culture in the 1940s.
Perhaps his invention planted the seed for the
consistent interest and exploration of prefabricated
housing.

Figure 5: From the in-house publication NOW Vol.9, No.16 (September 1, 1944). Caption: “LeTourneau at Vicksburg.”
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Designing the machine or product?

design of the machine than went in the design of the
house. The machine was a complex Rube Goldberglike contraption; the house was conservative and
traditional.
Experience with place

Figure 1. All’s Fair at the Fair, 1938, still from the cartoon,
National Telefilm Associates, Inc., A Max Fleischer Color
Classic. Direction Dave Fleisher, Animation Myron Waldman
and Graham Place, Approved Certificate No. 01979 Western
Electric Noiseless Recording.

While researching prefabricated housing, I was
intrigued by the 1936 cartoon All’s Fair at the Fair
that my children were watching (Figure 1). At first I
saw the cartoon and didn’t think much about it; later
I realized the relevance. The machine and methods
that created the house are modern in design while
the design of the house remains traditional. It
seemed to me that more thought went into the

When I talked to my father about my interest in
prefabricated housing, he mentioned that I lived in a
prefabricated house. Puzzled, I asked him what he
was talking about. As I had no recollection of living
in a prefabricated house he said the “little white
house” at “LeTourneau,” it was a prefabricated
house. I have always had a really strong memory of
the place; I remember the heated, polished concrete
floors in the winter; I had wrongly assumed that the
house was built of concrete masonry units. He said
that it was made by a machine that LeTourneau had
invented. The machine, as I would discover, was the
Tournalayer.
Robert Gilmore LeTourneau was my father’s
employer from 1964-1975 in Vicksburg,
Mississippi. The “little white house” community in
Vicksburg had been created in 1945 by R.G.
LeTourneau Inc., where my father and grandfather
learned to weld and manufacture LeTourneau’s
large equipment.

California and expanded to Peoria, Illinois; Toccoa,
Georgia; Vicksburg, Mississippi; and finally
Longview, Texas. The first two locations already
had infrastructure; when he started the plant in
Toccoa, which had no infrastructure, he designed,
patented and manufactured a steel panel house
system that he would first use for his employees to
develop a community. When World War II began,
steel was only used for “necessary” equipment. In
1943 he experimented with concrete as a monolithic
housing material; the steel panel housing had been
monolithic in material as well. There appeared to be
a pride with applying one material to solve all
design problems. This self-imposed limitation had a
bearing on the designs.
Learning from failed experiments

Figure 2. “Pour Post War Homes,” (detail), NOW vol. 8 no. 40
(February 18, 1944). NOW is the in-house publication of R.G.
LeTourneau Inc.

LeTourneau would make his own machines to make
his own machines. When he had a need, he would
not hesitate to create what he needed as well as the
tools to make it. As an example, LeTourneau asked
Firestone to produce large tires for his large
equipment. Firestone couldn’t make the mold
because they didn’t wish to invest the money or
time. LeTourneau asked what they needed for a
mold and then proceeded to make and deliver the
mold to Firestone.
LeTourneau, having several manufacturing plants,
had many employees. He began in Stockton,

In Vicksburg, LeTourneau began to experiment
with concrete forms and developed a patented
double-wall system.1 He designed a kit-of-parts of
different cast concrete forms that were designed to
connect together to form the home (Figure 2). He
would never connect any of the forms because he
felt the curved walls were too limiting spatially. He
designed roof gardens, occupiable roof conditions
and interlocking curvilinear forms. He imagined
that the homeowner would select their own kit of
parts to suit their needs and property configuration
as well as be able to expand their home at a later
date due to the ease of connecting the pieces. The
pieces were not made by a single machine like the
Tournalayer but by a crane, mixer and multiple
complex forms.
Several different concrete pieces of the kit-of-parts
were actually constructed but were never assembled
into larger units. After experimentation of the

curved forms LeTourneau decided to develop a
machine that would form rectilinear sections. The
rectilinear forms could be connected and stacked
with greater ease. The resulting machine was the
patented Tournalayer. He would decide to design a
machine that could have forms that would cast
straight walls with an integral flat roof and ceiling.
He would market the Tournalayer with some
success as there were many communities of these
homes (See Figure 3).
Experimentation and invention were constant with
LeTourneau and he was not afraid of failure; only a
small percentage of his machines worked as
intended initially, they would be fine-tuned later,
but the ones that did – worked well. Ultimately,
LeTourneau was a craftsman who used his
knowledge of earth moving equipment to create
several housing systems that established
communities across America and eventually the
world.2 LeTourneau’s ideas on how to create new
techniques for production and new forms of housing
constantly evolved from the mid-1930s until the
mid-1960s and now serve as a point of reflection for
architects to consider how the principles of the
machine crafted home can still be pertinent to
architecture today.
Making the tool
Using Martin Heidegger’s outline as to what
brought about the final technology that produced
the Tournalaid homes we can unravel the material
of the final forms, the shape in which the material
finally enters (and evolved), and the “causa
finanalis” in which the everyday life of the
inhabitants of the homes dwell(ed) daily.3 The
ordering of the parts themselves reveals in itself a
way to understand the series of events.

Figure 3. R.G. LeTourneau, Concrete Homes of Distinction:
Mass-Produced by Tournalayer, 1947 Pamphlet, file R1-10,
courtesy of the Margaret Estes Library, Letourneau
University, Longview, Texas, Robert G. Letourneau
Collection.

Being involved in earth moving equipment design
and construction, LeTourneau had used other
manufacturers “prime movers” such as the
ubiquitous Caterpillar tractor. The Tournalayer was
made up of several of LeTourneau’s inventions. The
main driving force was the two-wheeled tractor
called the Tournapull.4

and then the reinforcing steel would be added. The
outer form would then be lowered over it and the
concrete pored. Many different forms were
constructed for each Tournalayer. Two story houses,
occupiable roof conditions and irregular plans were
obtained with these forms. Once these forms set, the
Tournapull and Tournalayer would pick up the
house and place it at another location. The cast
house was poured at a central pouring location and
carried to the final site.

Figure 4. Tournalayer No. 2, Peoria, Illinois, concrete house
casting and laying system in the process of construction, 1946,
courtesy LeTourneau University Archives.

The immense size of the Tournalayer enabled it to
create large sections of houses or whole houses. The
Tournalayer was bolted so that it could be
disassembled and shipped by train and ship. The
communities that were created were located near
railroad lines or waterways for shipping.
LeTourneau would develop much of his own
technology as well as rely on others already
developed technology. He gave attribution and
appreciation for others hard work and designs. He
would also improve upon others designs. He
approached Westinghouse to ask them to design and
build a motor that would start under a dead-load;
they said it could not be done, so he designed,
patented and built it himself.5
Figure 4 reveals the inner and outer forms and how
they and the Tournapull is connected on the lower
right. The inner form would have the door and
window openings located with wood or steel forms,

Much like the first cartoon ‘All’s Fair at the Fair’
LeTourneau designed and built the machine that
made the house. There was still work to be done
after the house was laid; the floor still needed to be
poured and the openings needed to be filled with
windows and doors, and the houses were typically
painted on the interior and exterior.
Before Robert Gilmore LeTourneau began his plant
in Peoria, Illinois he was called Bob. When he
started the plant there, he was then called “R.G.”,
because, as one of the men in the plant jokingly said
“we thought R.G. stood for Rube Goldberg.”
LeTourneau’s machines were complex and made to
accomplish a simple task, much like the drawings
by Rube Goldberg.
Machine for production
The Alan Dunn cartoon in Figure 5 pokes fun at the
Tournalayer as if it was a gun loaded with housebullets that could dispense houses at will and little
effort. The Tournalayer required much more than
just the base Tournalayer itself. It would need a
Tournacrane6 and Tournamixer.7 The Tournacrane
helped to assemble the heavy forms that the
Tournalayer required; it also was used to assemble

the Tournalayer itself as it would arrive in pieces to
the construction site typically by train. The
Tournamixer would be invented to deliver the
concrete to the top of the form and it would pour
concrete up to 16 feet.

Evolving home designs
Frank Lloyd Wright was involved with
prefabricated home design in 1915 where he stated
that “there will be a new simplicity, a machinemade simplicity.”8 He also understood that the
houses would evolve and become a “harmonious
whole.” He believed the machine-made house
would become a reality with the guidance of
designers who were understanding of the new
technology.
As more and more Tournalaid communities were
established in the United State and around the
world, the designs of the home evolved as owners
and contractors required more complex forms from
the Tournalayer. In many locations the solid form of
the initial structure was the building block from
which the house grew.

Figure 5. Alan Dunn, The Last Lath (New York: An
Architectural Record Book, 1947). Caption: “I’m terribly
sorry about the Tournalayer, sir – we didn’t know it was
loaded.”

The arrival of LeTourneau to Longview, Texas was
a large event and an entire edition of the local
newspaper dedicated to his story. Many pieces of
his equipment were on display including the
Tournalayer. For the Longview, Texas plant’s grand
opening, LeTourneau poured and placed a house in
order for thousands of people to tour it. A
community of around one hundred houses was
created on LeTourneau property in order to house
his employees. The Vicksburg community of
around one hundred houses had already begun and
was well under way with the first Tournalayer.

The first community in Vicksburg of simple “little
white houses” was very different than the later
houses that were created in French Mongolia, Israel,
Brazil and Argentina. The later houses began
incorporating more handwork and details. The first
homes were produced more as molded objects
whereas the later homes used materials other than
concrete such as terracotta, occupiable roof decks
and hand-laid masonry units. The later homes used
a cast concrete base unit as a building-block, not as
the finished product, and more controlled sensitive
tuning began to appear.
While manufacturing processes may not at first
allude to poetics, the potential exists for a
meaningful dialog between the machine and the
craftsmen to be forged. The manufacturing
processes of the Tournalayer evolved from much

experimentation. Many of the Tournalaid
communities exist, thrive and have evolved.
The history of the Tournalaid communities
demonstrates how building materials, innovative
technology and the unique “house in a day”
construction system came together to form
neighborhoods with lasting cultural bonds. The
Vicksburg Tournalaid community lasted for over
half a century until the mid-1990s when it was
destroyed; the Longview, Texas community has
several houses remaining. In view of the fact that
the Vicksburg houses have been removed, the
community bonds and memories are still being
revealed, though they are gradually becoming lost.
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Abstract
The beginning of the 20th century marked a shift in
thinking about construction as hands that previously
used simple tools went from directly building homes
to constructing new tools to build homes. The
connection of the machine to the craftsman in
modern American architecture is reflected in the case
study of the Tournalayer. The complex Tournalayer
was a Rube Goldberg-like hand-made machine
conceived by the industrialist Robert Gilmore “R.G.”
LeTourneau and his desire for pragmatic technology
in 1944. The Tournalayer could pour, lay, and deliver
a concrete house in a single day. The machine formed
many
architecturally
diverse
communities

throughout the United States in a very short period of
time. The machine was created with newly
developed technology; the gas torch and the electric
arc welding machine were the new hand-operated
tools that were used to create construction machines
instead of directly creating the homes themselves.
The resulting new homes were affected by the
creation of this new tool as architects worked within
the new constraints of the community building tool
the Tournalayer. This paper brings to light the
interdependence between the hand, mind, and the
control of the tool and its effect on architectural
theory and practice.

Honor Bilt Modern Homes, Sears Roebuck and Co., 1922 catalog. Sears offered prefabricated homes delivered via train as early as
1908. Sears did not originate the home designs, but did streamline their delivery (left).
Arts & Architecture, Special issue on prefabrication (July 1944). Charles Eames designed the cover. He was concerned with the
people who were to occupy the prefabricated homes rather than only the designs of the specific homes (right).

The direction for the presentation of this paper is
threefold. These three foci can be studied
independently, but they have been woven together to
gain a new perspective.
The three perspectives are:
The machine and the craftsman is where the artist is
able to make a contribution.

The hope for technology highlights the desire to
make life easier and more pleasurable with new
tools, machines, and technology.
Prefabricated American architecture has the ability
to be comprised of thoughtful, meaningful, and
significant design.
These three topics are woven together in order to
gain a new insight.

Currently, modern prefabricated architecture is represented as a new idea as it is being marketed as
green technology, efficient use of space, high style,
and flexible design. The truth is, is that prefabricated
housing is not a new idea. It has been contemplated
by many highly-publicized architects and designers
such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, Charles
and Ray Eames, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford and
Buckminster Fuller for over a century. Prefabricated
homes, for example, have been marketed and sold by
Sears and Roebuck starting in 1908.
The prefabricated homes sold by Sears were not
designed by Sears, but the company did streamline
the production and delivery of the precut pieces. The
construction of the home was similar to a barn
raising. While it may at first appear in today’s era of
specialization that constructing a home by the

average consumer seems daunting, yet to maintain a
rural farm in the early 20th century carpentry and
blacksmithing were necessities. The American
public did not have the mindset that they could not
erect their own shelter yet.
The physical appearance and design of the Sears
homes is nearly indistinguishable from the
conventionally stick-built homes of the period.
Prefabrication in the last ten years has been taking on
a new life and is being marketed as: Smarter, Faster,
Cheaper, Good Design, High Style and Flexible
Design. It has been represented as a green way to
create new home. The efficient use of space and
therefore materials is one of the greenest aspects of
prefabricated housing.

Dwell: At Home in the Modern World, A selection of prefabricated home issues, 2006, 2008 and 2010.

One Week, silent film, Buster Keaton and Sybil Seely, 1920 (top left).
Complete house from the fictitious “Home Portable House Co.” from the film One Week (top right).

The newlywed couple receives a build-it-yourself
house as a wedding gift. The house can be built,
supposedly, in “one week." A rejected suitor secretly
re-numbers packing crates. The movie recounts
Keaton's struggle to assemble the house according to
this new "arrangement."
What is missing from the construction process is the
craftsman. While the kit-of-parts is complete expertise, experience, and skill is still required to
successfully assemble the parts.
In 1919, Keaton saw an industrial documentary
named Home Made, which became the inspiration
for One Week. One Week was essentially a parody
of the film Home Made that was produced by the
Ford Motor Co. and explained the concept of
prefabricated homes, which buyers assembled
themselves by following a set of instructions.

All’s Fair at the Fair, 1938, stills from the cartoon. National Telefilm Associates, Inc. A Max Fleischer Color Classic. Direction Dave
Fleisher, Animation Myron Waldman and Graham Place. Approved Certificate No. 01979 Western Electric Noiseless Recording.

What is interesting about the All’s Fair at the Fair
cartoon is not the house that is being produced. The
mass-produced product of the house resembles the
prefabricated homes that Sears distributed in their
“Honour Bilt” catalog- which appeared as if they
were produced by hand. What is most interesting is
the depiction of the machine that produced the
homes. The machine that produces the houses was
manufactured to make exact copies much like a
factory assembly line. The new technology
introduces speed to the production of homes while
bringing the factory to the site. The new technology
does not change the style of each home.

James McBean Residence, Rochester, Minnesota, prefabricated Usonian home style no. 2, 1957. Marshall Erdman Prefab Houses.
Designed by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1954.

The architect Frank Lloyd Wright wrote the article
“The Art and Craft of the Machine,” for the magazine
Brush and Pencil in 1901 where he cautioned that
schools had not bound science and art by truly
introducing the artist to their tools. He noted that the
artist as being disconnected from their tools and
therefore disconnected from their craft.
He wished for materials to show their inherent beauty
as he exposed concrete, stone, brick, cast concrete
block, and the natural grain of wood. He did not
design a flexible system, but instead created different
Usonian designs. Usonian was Wright’s word for
American.

The James McBean residence in Rochester,
Minnesota is a style No. 2 Prefabricated Usonian
home that was built in 1957. The language of
Wright’s earlier non-prefabricated Usonian homes is
reflected in the later Marshall Erdman Prefab
Houses. The prefabricated homes were designed in
1954 using standard dimension construction
materials such as the 4 foot by 8 foot materials.
There were three Usonian house types designed by
Wright, but only two of the types were put into
production and sold.

Richard Buckminster "Bucky" Fuller standing in front of a
geodesic dome.

The architect Buckminster Fuller dreamed that new
technology was going to solve Americans housing
needs as it gave humans an advantage against the
elements and minimized drudgery. He approached
the housing shortage as a design problem to be
solved through engineering. Fuller’s designs were
connected to the new technology of the aviation
industry as can be seen in the material choices and
riveted connection details. Fuller often asked the
question “How much does your house weigh?” His
question would have been moot if new technology
had not produced lightweight and strong materials.
The design for Fuller’s Dymaxion house was based
on his 1927 plan for a mass-produced house called
the Dymaxion Dwelling Machine. The word
Dymaxion was created by a marketing wordsmith to
help advertise Fullers house design. The three
blended words are dynamic, maximum, and tension.

Dymaxion House, unknown photographer, Photograph
Repository: Wichita-Sedgwick County Historical Museum,
circa 1949.

Buckminster Fuller designed the “Wichita House,”
in 1946 and it was erected near Wichita in Rose Hill,
Kansas, in 1948. The Beech Aircraft Company
constructed the house to demonstrate affordable,
prefabricated housing that would take advantage of
World War II surplus materials. The structure was
made of aluminum and designed to withstand the
elements, including a Kansas tornado. This model
was one of only two prototypes ever produced. In
1991 the William Graham family donated it to the
Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village in
Dearborn, Michigan.
Exterior, front view of “Wichita House,” constructed
near Wichita in Rose Hill, Kansas, in 1948. This
design by R. Buckminster Fuller was based on his
1927 plan for a mass-produced house called the
Dymaxion Dwelling Machine. Beech Aircraft

Company constructed the house to demonstrate
affordable, prefabricated housing that would take
advantage of World War II surplus materials. The
structure was made of aluminum and designed to
withstand the elements, including a Kansas tornado.

This model was one of only two prototypes ever
produced. In 1991 the William Graham family
donated it to the Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield
Village in Dearborn, Michigan.

Walter Gropius. Photo by Louis Held, circa 1919 (left). Gropius transformed the Grand-Ducal Saxon School of Arts and Crafts in
Weimar into the Bauhaus. His own house in Lincoln, Massachusetts would follow the Bauhaus principles and reflect the International
Modernism that reflected maximum efficiency and simplicity.
Bauhaus. Dessau, Germany (right). Built 1925–1926. Walter Gropius would move to Cambridge, Massachusetts to teach at the
Harvard Graduate School of Design.

The architect Walter Gropius transformed the GrandDucal Saxon School of Arts and Crafts in Weimar
Germany into the Bauhaus. The intent of the
Bauhaus was to combine art and craft often with
industrial applications. His own house in Lincoln,
Massachusetts would follow the Bauhaus principles
and reflect an International Modernism that showed
a desire for maximum efficiency and simplicity. As
early as 1923 at the Bauhaus in Germany, Gropius
had been working with standardization of building

blocks for prefabricated houses. Gropius formed the
individual building units with the intent to create
variety.
Both Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann
moved to the US after the Nazis closed the Bauhaus.
They both formed the General Panel Corporation
(the name reflects not only the name General Motors
but also the intent of assembly line production).
Wachsmann worked on the connection details and

the corporation was subsidized by the US
government. Part of the reason for the failure of the
system is that “Wachsmann never stopped designing
the connection details. Wachsmann was delayed at
each stage by this search for the ideal, it took much
too long to move from initial concept to the final
stage of actual production.”

Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann inspecting test house,
General Panel Corporation, Queens, New York, 1946.

Konrad L. Wachsmann. 1947. Building Structure. US Patent
2,421,305 filed Aug. 10, 1945, and issued May 27, 1947.

The General Panel Corporation panels were designed
to be a kit-of-parts that could be used to make
housing that could be made to be site-specific. The
“modified scheme” interior drawing shows a twostory design using the panel system. This reflects
Gropius’ fascination with the Japanese house. It
makes sense that Gropius wrote the forward to
Heinrich Engel’s 1964 book The Japanese House: A
Tradition for Contemporary Architecture.
The General Panel test house was a single level
home. With the exception of the recessed entry, there
is little articulation on the surface of the exterior. The
different panel types are clearly reflected in the lines
of the elevations.

Modified Scheme, sectional perspective. Konrad L.
Wachsmann, 1941.

Charles and Ray designed and built the Case Study
House No. 8 in Venice, California in 1948. Case
Study House No. 8, was one of roughly two dozen
homes built as part of a program that was
spearheaded by John Entenza, the publisher of Arts
and Architecture magazine. While the house was not
technically prefabricated, it did take on much of the
language of a prefabricated system through the use
of off-the-shelf materials.

General Panel Test House, Wachsmann and Gropius, General
Panel Corporation, 1946.

Charles and Ray Eames opened an office in Venice
California where they created films, toys, furniture
and architecture. Charles attended Cranbrook and
studied under Eero Saarenen and would be friends
with Eliel Saarenen. Charles was trained as an
architect and Ray was trained as a painter.

Charles and Ray Eames Case Study House No. 8, 1949.
Venice, California.

The Eames House known as Case Study House No.
8, while not being truly a prefabricated house, did
adopt a language of standardization and
prefabrication. This house would inspire many
homeowners to accept the modern language of
prefabrication. The home was truly a collaboration
between Charles and Ray.
Charles and Ray Eames on a Velocette motorcycle in their
Office. Venice, California 1948, copyright Eames Office LLC.

Tools of a Potter, handmade wood tools (left photographs), handmade (kickwheel), Salt kiln construction and firing (bottom center
and right), circa 1998.

The direction will now shift from prefabricated
housing to making tools to make things. The machine
and the craftsman are integral to creating not only the
end product but the selection and creation of the
tools. These artist’s tools are handmade. The rhythm
of the kick-wheel, the shape of the hand tools and the
shape of the salt-kiln all contribute to the final

product. The tools selected and created have an
impact on the final products of bowls, cups, teapots
and vases. The selection of tools and the making of
tools by the craftsman is of great importance. The
artist, artisan, architect or craftsman should be as
close to their tools as possible if they wish to control
the outcome.

When creating pottery on a wheel for example, the
hands directly connect to the clay and the simple
tools are the hands. These are tools and not machines,
but together they often form a mechanized process.
The artist often crafts with simple tools in order to
have control over the end product. The machine often

enters into the crafting of the products as well. While
there is much control attempted, many mechanized
processes enter into production such as the mining of
the clay and the minerals for the glazes. Machines
can elevate some of the time-intensive and laborious
tasks

Salt-Fired Cups, “648 Cups, 7 Teapots and 8 Paintings: An Installation,” MFA thesis, University of Mississippi, 1998.

The making of tools and selection of tools the by a
craftsman is of great importance because the tools
selected directly connect with those that use the
resulting product… in this case salt-fired cups. One
of the directions of this thesis was to express the
multiplicity of production, not machine-production
but rather craftsman-production.

While multiplicity does not automatically translate to
artful expression, it is difficult to connect with those
that you are producing for without the feedback loop
of producing, experiencing, and fine-tuning. While a
lip of a drinking cup may, for example, be appealing
to the eye, if it dribbles liquid on the user, it quickly
becomes a pencil holder and fails at its intended
purpose.

The Cup Wall from: 648 Cups, 7 Teapots and 8 Paintings: An Installation, MFA thesis, University of Mississippi, 1998.

Everett E Henderson Jr in front of Tournalaid house No. 21.
“LeTourneau,” Mississippi located south of Vicksburg on the
Mississippi River, Polaroid, 1969.

As I spoke to my parents about my prefabricated
housing research, they noted that we lived in a
prefabricated house. My father was a welder for R.G.
LeTourneau creating large machines. Note the little
white houses in the background behind me as I sit in
the Ford Falcon in front of house No. 21. I had
always assumed that they were constructed of
concrete masonry units aka concrete block. After
research, I found that they were each created in a
single pour of concrete. My father worked for
Robert Gilmore “R.G.” LeTourneau and learned to
weld, craft tools, and make machines there.
LeTourneau created the largest earth-moving
equipment in the world, forestry machines and
offshore oilrigs which he created with welding
machines and torches as he liked to form them in situ.
He also was the first to put large rubber tires on
earthmoving equipment instead of the then
ubiquitous steel wheels. He worked with Firestone to
create the molds for the tires he needed.

“LeTourneau: Americas Most Spectacular Maker of EarthMoving Machines is ‘In Partnership with God’” Rufus
Jarman, Life Magazine (October 16, 1944).
Caption, “Robert G. LeTourneau stands in front of the world’s
biggest pneumatic tires, used on earth moving machines, this
tire in 9 foot 8 inches high, weighs 3,963 lb.,” (sic).

The 1922 Mountain Mover: A Historic Mechanical
Engineering Landmark. “A History of R.G. LeTourneau's
Earliest Scrapers: A Research Paper Commemorating the
Culminating in the 1922 Mountain Mover.” John H. Nemea,
November 29, 2004, LeTourneau University, Longview,
Texas.

The 1922 Mountain Mover was designated A
Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark. This
steel-wheeled machine was an early piece of his
equipment that reflects LeTourneau’s kit-of-parts
which consisted of the welding machine and the
torch. There were no rivets used in LeTourneau’s
machines. His tools also included not only physical
constructions but also correspondence courses in
metallurgy as well as learning through his
experiences. He built upon his knowledge as he finetuned his machines. Most all of his machines were
designed for earth-moving and there was always
continued experimentation. If a machine did not
work as planned, he would put it aside and approach
it later when a new task presented itself.

R.G. LeTourneau. 1946. Two-Wheel Tractor. US Patent
2,454,070 filed April 22, 1946 and issued Nov. 16, 1948. The
Two-Wheel Tractor was named the Tournapull by
LeTourneau.

The patented Two-Wheel Tractor was named the
Tournapull. LeTourneau used the prefix “Touna” to
name things in which he had pride. This machine was
invented as the prime-mover for other pieces of
equipment, some of which had yet to be invented.
The Mobile Form for Cast Structures was a house
laying machine that he named the Tournalayer.
LeTourneau designed and built the Tournalayer as a
machine to form houses in a single pour of concrete
with the steel reinforcement, electricity and
plumbing embedded within the walls. The first two
communities were for his employees in Vicksburg,
Mississippi and Longview, Texas.

LeTourneau Earth Moving Equipment 1942. Sales brochure,
LeTourneau University Archives, Longview, Texas.

Tournalayer No. 2 was crafted in the factory and each
of the components was hand fitted to work with the
other components. The sections are hand-crafted
rather than manufactured because each one of these
machines was hand-made as essentially a one-off
that was fine-tuned with new each iteration of
houses. There was a feedback loop of creating,
making, and using the homes.

R.G. LeTourneau. 1946. The Mobile Form for Cast Structures. US Patent 2,593,465, filed May 17, 1946 and issued April 22, 1952.
The Mobile Form for Cast Structures was called the Tournalayer.

LeTourneau’s welders crafted the Tournalayer in
order for others to create homes and form
communities. The welders were essentially making a
tool that made homes in locations that had yet to be
decided. There was an efficiency in numbers and
creating one-offs with this machine was not a
resourceful use of materials. In effect, the
Tournalayer was not a house making tool, but a
community forming tool.
The Tournalayer consists of many parts that cast,
deliver, and place the house. The main parts are the
Tournapull and the Tournalayer. The Tournalayer

consists of a frame, inner and outer molds and a
base upon which they sit. The cast concrete house
has an integral footer, inner and outer walls, and a
roof/ ceiling. Rube Goldberg was a cartoonist who
created cartoons that expressed the idea of
completing a simple task in the most complicated
way. Most all of his drawings were machines that
had many components that created a complex
sequence of events. Robert Gilmore earned the
nickname “R.G.” at his Peoria, Illinois plant when
one of his foremen thought “R.G.” better stood for
Rube Goldberg.

Tournalayer No. 2 being crafted in Peoria, Illinois, circa 1946.

The Tournalayer and How It Works, pamphlet, LeTourneau
University Archives, Longview, Texas. This figure shows the
separate sections of the Tournalayer.

“Professor Butts’ The Self-Operating Napkin,” Rube Goldberg cartoon, originally published in Collier’s Weekly (September 26,
1931).

Tournalayer No. 1 and No. 2, Vicksburg, Mississippi and Longview, Texas.

LeTourneau Vicksburg, Mississippi community, circa 1945-1960. Images courtesy of the Old Courthouse Museum Archives,
Vicksburg, Mississippi.

The Vicksburg community was shaped by the
earthmoving equipment and the building structures
were created with the Tournalayer. A community
laundry, around 100 homes, a grocery store/ post
office and a swimming pool were created with the
Tournalayer. Many of the craftsmen in the
community were men who had lived in homes with
no running water, plumbing or telephones. In several

instances, this was the first time many lived in homes
with these services. The homes also provided heated
floors. Modern not only reflects the clean exterior
skin of these minimal homes, but modern also
reflects the amenities that were within.

Cartoon of the Vicksburg Community, This illustration is from the LeTourneau publication NOW (September 1, 1944): centerfold.

Many versions of the Tournapull can be seen on the
illustration/ cartoon of the Vicksburg community.
The main-drive system of the Tournapull are
powering forestry equipment such as saws that cut
off trees at ground level and transportation of the logs
to the saw mills. Earthmoving equipment and
farming equipment are also featured. In essence the
members of the community were living with the
equipment that they crafted.

Tournalaid Houses and Grocery Store/Post Office/ Gas Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi, circa 1946. Old Courthouse Museum Archive,
Vicksburg, Mississippi.

The members of the community simply called it
“LeTourneau.” “LeTourneau” was a place. The
community was formed with machines by the
LeTourneau employees. There were several
Tournalayer Communities. Each had very different
site plans as well as building configurations.

Two-story Tournalaid houses were constructed in
Beer Shiva, Israel and were created on lands that
were previously occupied by nomadic people. They
were arranged on a rigid grid. The homes survive but
have been incorporated into larger structures. French
Morocco homes were designed for the coast of the
Atlantic Ocean and the lower floor is open in the
event of rising water. The main living area is on the
upper level.
The base structure that the Tournalayer provided was
adapted and supplemented. The homes have larger
overhangs of about a foot and a parapet has been
added with an inset medallion of the face of the
home. The roof has become occupiable through the
addition of a set of stairs at the rear of the home.
While these houses were likely constructed as low-

income housing, the amenities had evolved from the
first houses in Vicksburg and Longview.
The base structure that the Tournalayer provided was
adapted and supplemented. The homes have larger
overhangs of about a foot and a parapet has been
added with an inset medallion of the face of the
home. The roof has become occupiable through the
addition of a set of stairs at the rear of the home.
While these houses were likely constructed as lowincome housing, the amenities had evolved from the
first houses in Vicksburg and Longview.
A feedback loop was used by reflecting on the
previous houses and communities, then the new
information was applied to the new communities.

Tournalayer Community. These homes are likely part of the Peron 5 year plan (1947 to 1951), they are likely located in Argentina.

Tournalayer Communities. Vicksburg, Mississippi (top left), Muroc, California (top right), Longview, Texas (bottom left), and Yuma,
Arizona (bottom right).

Philosophies of pre-manufactured homes were
diverse in the 1950s as different materials and
different construction methods were used. Frank
Lloyd Wright designed with lineaments and was
rooted in the arts and crafts. Site-specific designs
were important to Wright.

Buckminster Fuller was rooted in engineering,
technology and manufacturing. His systems were
non-site specific and were derived from aviation
technology.

Prefabricated Homes. Frank Lloyd Wright (top left), Buckminster Fuller (top right), Walter Gropius (middle left), Charles and Ray
Eames (middle right), R.G. LeTourneau (bottom).

Walter Gropius was interested in the arts and crafts
and introducing them into manufacturing. He helped
create a system that could be applied to different
locations to create a site-specific design.
Charles and Ray Eames both worked not to produce
a mass-produced system, but rather formed a
language of ready-made parts.

R.G. LeTourneau moved the factory to the
construction site with the creation of the
Tournalayer. He had a hands-on approach by
creating a machine that was used by others to form
communities throughout the world. He was intent on
providing durable homes with modern amenities for
the members in the communities.

A Utopian Vision for “Tournapull,” Georgia: R.G. LeTourneau’s Pioneering Machines
Written for The Athens Historian, Spring 2015
Everett E Henderson Jr
University of Florida

Figure 1. R.G. LeTourneau Co. of Georgia, Toccoa, Georgia, photograph (detail), custom welding van in front of a Tournalayer at the
LeTourneau plant circa 1945, courtesy of the Margaret Estes Library, LeTourneau University, Longview, Texas, Robert G.
LeTourneau Collection.

Robert Gilmore “R.G.” LeTourneau developed his
earthmoving equipment company in Stockton,
California in the early 1920s and then followed the
Caterpillar Machinery and Equipment Company to
Peoria, Illinois in 1935. LeTourneau made the

scraper blades for the Caterpillar equipment as the
designs of his own earthmoving equipment evolved.
While in Peoria, LeTourneau would search for
locations to establish new plants and would expand
to Toccoa, Georgia; Vicksburg, Mississippi and

Longview, Texas. Stockton and Peoria were well
established cities upon his arrival. He wished to
develop a plant in a new location that would allow
for his Four-Point Program which supplied
machinery, established a community, provided food
and promoted Christianity among the local people.1
LeTourneau was drawn to Toccoa because of the
philosophy of the already established Toccoa Falls
Institute (now Toccoa Falls College) which
promoted a Christian foundation in conjunction with
technical training. LeTourneau met Dr. Richard A.
Forrest and decided that Toccoa, Georgia was an
excellent site; LeTourneau’s beliefs were parallel to
Forrest’s as they both had strong Christian
foundations and a wish for a pragmatic technical
education. Another reason for locating the plant in
Toccoa was to “provide a source from which to draw
intelligent, well-educated young men for
employment in (the) plant.”2
While developing and patenting his new technology,
LeTourneau needed to train his employees in the new
processes. Electrical arc-welding was a new process
that LeTourneau witnessed as it came into being at
the turn of the century and he would contribute to the
evolution of the process as he developed new
techniques for welding. He preferred the
construction method of welding the connections of
his complex “Rube Goldberg-like” machines rather
than using the then ubiquitous and time-consuming
process of riveted connections. Robert Gilmore
LeTourneau was called “Bob” in California, but
when he moved to Peoria his employees began
calling him “R.G.” because they thought it stood for
Rube Goldberg. The complexity of his machines is
reflected in this name change. Rivets required more
design time to create the connections of the cast
sections. He would often repair and fine-tune his

equipment in-situ and he developed portable welding
equipment that would fit within automobiles in order
to reach his massive machines as shown in Figure 1.
LeTourneau was focused on creating mammothsized machines not just to make small projects easier
but rather to tackle large projects. To create the
machines LeTourneau developed the infrastructure
for and invented several machines and construction
processes to help established communities near his
plants creating roads, dairies, home-sites, homes, and
utilities. He would essentially have to develop tools
to make these machines; there were no machines
large enough to create the needed components for
these large machines. In Peoria he invented a metal
system which was used to establish a small
community of around 38 prefabricated all-steel
homes.3 The metal panels were shaped with a large
panel-press that he developed; he then welded the
sections together to form the structural panel system
as seen in Figure 2. When LeTourneau expanded his
company to Toccoa, he essentially had a new slate
with which to work; he used the immense amount of
pine-covered land to develop his plant and test his
machines. To test the earthmoving machines
LeTourneau shaped the earth and created a dam to
form Lake Louise which was named after his
daughter. The Louise Farming Company would also
bear her name and a dairy was established to provide
affordable food for LeTourneau’s employees.
LeTourneau demonstrated pride in his creations by
giving them his name. He is best known for using
“Tourna-” as the prefix on much of his machinery,
components, and even a few places such as two of
his colonies named Tournata, Liberia and
Tournavista, Peru; his employees even referred to
themselves with pride as Tournahands.4

Figure 2. Photograph of the construction of a steel building panel in a jig, Peoria, Illinois, circa 1938. Courtesy of the Margaret Estes
Library, LeTourneau University, Longview, Texas Robert G. LeTourneau Collection.

LeTourneau went into the earth moving business to
test his machines. Nobody wished to buy untested
radical-looking machines and LeTourneau had to
prove their value by becoming a contractor himself.
Once he began the process, he realized that he was
“forced to build (his) own machines to build (his)
own machines.”5 The scale of the new machines was
so large that standard manufacturing tools would not
work; LeTourneau discovered that there was no
manufacturer that made industrial equipment large
enough. This habit of making the tool to make the

thing was established early in LeTourneau’s career.
He did not hesitate to make an attempt at a solution
and appeared to have little fear of failure. Many of
the unsuccessful machines would be set aside
because their designed use did not work as planned,
yet he would later revisit the machines when new
tasks arose. Designing machines to be components of
other machines allowed for new combinations to be
formed. LeTourneau believed that there were no bad
ideas; rather the idea may have just been used in the
wrong place at the wrong time.

One of LeTourneau’s machines was the patented
“Two-Wheel Tractor” seen in Figure 3. LeTourneau
took great pride in this tractor, even as it became a
source of amusement for his competitors; they would
ask what happened to the other wheels? Confident
that his invention was efficient he would name the
tractor the Tournapull. The Tournapull would go
through many different versions as he fine-tuned the

design. What he created was a machine that was
simple in its concept yet remained multifunctional as
different components could be added to perform
different tasks. The Tournapull became the
foundation of many of his machines even though it
could not operate alone. The Tournapull could not
balance or carry itself on its two wheels without the
aid of the attached rear section of the machine.

Figure 3. R.G. LeTourneau. 1946. Two-Wheel Tractor. US Patent 2,454,070, filed April 22, 1946 and issued Nov. 16, 1948.

LeTourneau called the area around Lake Louise
“Tournapull,” Georgia because he showed pride in
this plant. The LeTourneau plant was located three
miles north/east of the center of Toccoa and Lake
Louise was another half mile. During the opening
celebration of the new plant the atmosphere was
energetic as “(m)any visitors at the LeTourneau
plant, as they watch ’R.G.’ go about his business,

come to feel they are seeing a man who is developing
a new ‘Utopia’ to show the entire nation how a
Christian ideal can become a concrete fact.”6 While
LeTourneau did not set out solely to establish
Tournapull as “utopian,” underpinnings of a utopian
ideal were certainly present as they were perceived
by the visitors. LeTourneau’s communities shared
common beliefs in family and Christianity, solidarity

of work, a technical education, and a striving toward
the use of technology to produce machines that
would make work and life easier - often at the push
of a button.
The community of Tournapull, Georgia would be
shaped not only with LeTourneau’s earthmoving
equipment but also with his patented steel building
panel. The Tournapull Housing Corporation was
formed to provide employees housing at an
affordable cost in 1941.7 The panel would form parts
of the plant as well as several different housing types
as well as LeTourneau’s own home (Figure 4). R.G.
LeTourneau’s wife Evelyn LeTourneau would
contribute to the ultimate design and location of their
own Tournapull home. Mrs. LeTourneau was

adamant about protecting the large pine trees around
the home as she knew the large earthmovers that
prepared the ground for the new home were capable
of damaging the trees with little effort. Their house
featured a welded steel mantle above the fireplace
and curved glass block wall. The metal panels could
be welded together on-site as well as prefabricated at
the plant and then delivered. The larger construction
projects would use the portable welding equipment
whereas the smaller homes would be prefabricated
and delivered to the site. Since the panels were rigid
construction they did not require a secondary
structural system for support. The sandwiched steel
panels were the structure and the finished skin of the
interior and exterior.

Figure 4. R.G. LeTourneau’s own all-steel home. The home has been demolished.
Albert W. Lorimer, God Runs My Business, the Story of R.G. LeTourneau: Farmhand, Master Molder, Garage Mechanic, Laborer,
Inventor, Manufacturer, Industrialist, Christian Business Man, and Lay Evangelist (New York: Revell, 1941).

An all-steel hangar that housed an engine shop and
school was formed adjacent to the plant at the R.G.
Letourneau Field in 1940 to house LeTourneau’s
planes which he used to travel from plant to plant and
to his numerous speaking engagements (Figure 5).

LeTourneau appreciated the luxury of the airplane
because it saved him time. He believed he could
always regain lost money but it was impossible to
regain lost time.

Figure 5. All-Steel Hangar at R.G. LeTourneau Field. Toccoa, Georgia, circa 1940. Courtesy of the Margaret Estes Library,
LeTourneau University, Longview, Texas Robert G. LeTourneau Collection.

Dedicated all-steel educational facilities were
created at Toccoa Falls Institute after the earth was
cleared, leveled, and shaped with LeTourneau’s
earthmoving equipment (Figure 6). The simple
modern lines of the architecture stood apart from the
traditional construction at the time; the flat roof,
white color, and minimal style mimicked the
International Style’s simple logic. The only
decorative elements present were the inherent

patterns produced by the formation of the steel panel
which repeated throughout the interior walls and
exterior façade. The pressed pattern while appearing
decorative in reality provided structural rigidity to
the panel. The larger dormitory buildings require a
taller parapet that resembled a continuous band at the
top that allowed for the flat roof to have a slight slope
to provide drainage.

Figure 6. All-steel dormitories at Toccoa Falls Institute – Toccoa, Georgia. Postcard circa 1940s, collection of the author.

Another tool that illustrates R.G. LeTourneau’s
philosophy of “making the tool to make the thing”
was the Tournapull Apart-Home roll-over jig (Figure
7). The jig allowed for metal panels to be held
securely in place while they were connected by
welds; this was LeTourneau’s preferred method of
connecting the assembled 12-gauge steel sandwich
panels to one another. The jig allowed the floor and
roof welds to be connected without welding directly
overhead because the entire building could be rotated
with the jig. Once the Apart-Homes were welded
solid they were essentially a monolithic unit. The
prefabricated Tournapull Apart-Homes were built at
the LeTourneau plant and delivered to the site as

prefabricated apartments using a flatbed truck and a
Tournacrane. The Tournapull Apart-Homes were
delivered by rail to other locations such as the
LeTourneau community in Vicksburg, Mississippi
which had a railroad tracks leading directly to the
plant situated near the Mississippi River. Some of the
first homes at the Vicksburg LeTourneau plant were
the Apart-Homes; a cast concrete Tournalaid home
community would be developed later. LeTourneau’s
plants were sited close to rail-transportation as can
be seen in the background of the Tournapull ApartHome jig in Figure 7. This allowed for materials,
machines, and even finished homes to be loaded,
unloaded, and delivered with ease.

Figure 7. The Tournapull Apart-Home roll-over jig in Toccoa, Georgia, photograph, 1942. Margaret Estes Library, LeTourneau
University, Longview, Texas Robert G. LeTourneau Collection.

The small Apart-Home plan allowed for easy
transport, but it was essentially a one-room
apartment (Figure 8). The design used a roll-away
Murphy bed that was stored in the closet so that the
multi-purpose living room could be used. The
integrated kitchen was a prefabricated Murphy
Cabranette Kitchen made of enameled steel. The
kitchen unit included a sink, electric refrigerator,
electric stove, and storage. The hygienic surfaces of
the Apart-Home and kitchen appeared as one unit
since the white all-steel home’s walls and ceiling

were steel like the kitchen unit. The interior space
was less than 300 square feet, and the plan design
was more comparable to a hotel room than an
apartment. The roof and floor panels were thicker
versions of the wall panels and they were also filled
with vermiculite insulation. A patented system was
designed to keep thermal bridging from occurring.8
Steel being a good conductor would have let the
exterior temperatures radiate through the panels if
they were directly connected to one another with
steel.

Figure 8. First Tournapull Apart-Home (caption). Plan detail. NOW vol. 6, no.39 (February 13, 1942).

The Tournapull Apart-Homes were originally
designed for a single worker or newly married
couple. A community of larger all-steel larger homes
had already been established when the smaller ApartHome arrived by truck to the community site. A
Tournacrane can be seen to the right of Figure 9 and
it was positioned to lift the home off the truck and
place it on its constructed foundation. Since the home

was monolithic, a continuous footing was not
required to support the structure. The Tournapull
Apart-Homes were delivered with an electric power
pole attached at the roof and plumbing ready for
quick connections as can be seen in Figure 10. The
efficient Apart-Homes were used in several different
applications from homes, hotel units and even the
Toccoa Chamber of Commerce.

Figure 9. Photograph of a Tournapull Apart-Home in Toccoa, Georgia, 1942. Margaret Estes Library, LeTourneau University,
Longview, Texas Robert G. LeTourneau Collection. Note the dimple-like ten-square panel design which brought the visual scale of
the home down as opposed to the larger pattern.

Another prefabricated structure created with the
panel system was an all-steel radio station with the
call letters WRLC which stood for the “Robert
LeTourneau Company.” The radio station, spearheaded by Mrs. LeTourneau, went on the air May 1,
1941 and promoted as “the only all-steel radio studio

structure in America.”9 The six-inch space between
the pressed panels was filled with vermiculite like the
previously constructed all-steel structures. The
station was equipped with a Gates transmitter and
studio equipment; an adjacent 175 foot tower was
used to broadcast the signal.

Figure 10. Tournapull Houses Toccoa Chamber of Commerce (caption). “Toccoa’s Chamber of Commerce organized last year is housed
in a LeTourneau one-room steel dwelling leased from Tournapull Housing Corp. In photo are Henry Hunt, chamber secretary, and Mrs.
Josephine Andrews Edsall, stenographer. The office is located on the Sage and Tugalo streets corner of Courthouse Square.” NOW, vol.
10, no. 41 (February 22, 1946).

The footprint of the radio station measured 36’ x 40’
and formed a 1400 square foot building (Figures 11
and 12). After the assembly of the prefabricated
building at the factory, it was then delivered and
fitted-out on site with exterior architectural elements,
windows and doors, and equipment. The curved

glass-block wall, overhang, and columns were
installed after the building was positioned. The
curved glass wall reflects the design of LeTourneau’s
own all-steel home. The call letters were later
changed to WLET which reflected the “LeT” logo
the company used at the time.10

Figure 11. Toccoa’s Radio Station WRLC was welded together at the LeTourneau plant and carried to its site by crane.

Figure 12. The all-steel Christian Radio Station WRLC being delivered to the site with LeTourneau cranes. “An All-Steel Station in
Georgia,” Broadcasting: The Weekly News Magazine of Radio, broadcasting advertising, vol. 21, no. 21 (July 7, 1941): 41.
Washington D.C.

In 1938, when the Toccoa, Georgia plant was
established, LeTourneau quickly began developing a
conference center for Christians to gather in a natural
setting. This was LeTourneau’s first dedicated
religious structure to be designed and built with his
machines (Figure 13). He created the conference
center to sit at the edge of the newly formed Lake
Louise. R.G. LeTourneau’s wife Evelyn LeTourneau
is credited with the design of the Lake Louise Hotel
which was also referred to as the Christian
Conference Center.11 This building was designed to
be a star-shaped all-steel structure with a 120’ self-

supporting steel dome at the center. The dome
enclosed the auditorium and seated 1,700 people.
The Lake Louise Conference Center and Hotel
grounds remains a large master planned Christian
venue; most of LeTourneau’s other projects were
additive in their conception and not master-planned
from the beginning. LeTourneau sculpted the
mountains and valleys for the hotel site with his large
earthmoving equipment. He used large presses to
create modular double-skin steel panels for the
radiating arms of the hotel and curved panels for the
central dome structure.

The plan for the hotel and conference center was
designed as if eight bars were symmetrically
radiating from the center dome with one of the bars
removed creating an asymmetrical seven-pointed
star and the missing bar forming the entrance to the
dome.12 The hotel was welded together on-site with
steel sandwich panels that were assembled in the
plant. LeTourneau created special welding vans in
order to weld on location as well as repair and fine-

tune equipment. The Tournapull, Georgia site
allowed for a sprawling development because there
was much undeveloped land and little existing
infrastructure. The conference center plan evolved
slightly over the years and the remaining steel panel
bars have been roofed with conventional roofing. It
exists today as the Georgia Baptist Conference
Center.

Figure 13. Caption: Camp Lake Louise Opens - Sunday June 2, (1940), opening services were held at the new hotel at Camp Lake
Louise, Toccoa. Visitors had a chance to see the many new developments, as well as hear many inspiring messages. The completed
building is shown above; the audience is shown below seated in the central lobby of the hotel. Photograph from LeTourneau’s inhouse publication NOW vol. 5, no. 3 (June 7, 1940). Note: R.G. LeTourneau is seated in the front left row fourth from the right. When
LeTourneau was racecar mechanic in Stockton, he was involved in a serious wreck on a racetrack and broke his neck which left his
head with a permanent tilt.

Shown in Figure 14, between the radiating all-steel
arms of the convention center / hotel, are four
buildings that were added by the United States
military as the facility was used as a convalescent
home for military personnel after World War II. The
military additions have been removed and the facility
has been renovated, but the overall plan of the facility
remains in-tact. In the Figure 14 postcard, the aerial
reveals LeTourneau’s fondness for documenting and
understanding his plants and communities from a
bird’s-eye view. His planes were machines for
viewing as well as transportation. He photographed
his plants and his namesake colonies from his
airplanes. He and his wife discovered the site for

LeTourneau University as they were circling the site
for the Longview, Texas plant. The site for new
university was adjacent to the plant. The ability to
view the earth from above allowed LeTourneau to
understand spaces from his own perspective and
expand his own perception of space. LeTourneau
taught himself and create through his own developed
practice and theory. He would self-publish and
distribute the photographs of the plants in his
newsletter he named NOW.13 LeTourneau was a
proponent of self-education; he would study
technical or biblical information until he could apply
it to his own life.

Figure 14. Postcard caption: “Hotel and Conference Grounds on Lake Louise, Toccoa, Ga.” Circa 1945, collection of the author.
Caption on reverse: “Hotel Lake Louise and Conference Grounds: World’s only all-steel hotel, nestled in 5,000 acres of Georgia’s
most beautiful pine-covered hills, on the shore of an artificial lake, made and owned by R.G. LeTourneau Company, Swimming,
boating, fishing, tennis. Accommodations and Christian environment for approximately 300 guests. Located on Highway 123, Toccoa,
Ga.”

Much of LeTourneau’s earthmoving equipment was
designed to work with his patented two-wheeled
Tournapull. He was continually inventing new ways
in which to make work easier and faster; he believed
that his employees should work faster but not harder.
He would often create machines and then fine-tune
them by reshaping them with a torch and welding
machine as new situations arose. LeTourneau’s first
attempt at casting concrete homes began with a mold
in a form that resembled an igloo. The patent design
for the igloo had a double concrete skin with a hollow
cavity that could be filled with insulation.14 After
concluding that the curved home would be

impractical, he proceeded to design the Tournalayer
which was an all-inclusive house-casting system.
The house itself would be carried to the site with a
Tournalayer which was a large form-moving
machine that attached to a Tournapull (Figure 15).
While LeTourneau was filing for the patent in 1946,
the Tournalayer was busy casting the LeTourneau
housing community in Vicksburg, Mississippi. The
Tournalayer was designed to be disassembled and
loaded onto both a train for long distance delivery. A
Tournalayer was loaded onto a train and a ship for
delivery to Argentina in January of 1947.

Figure 15. R.G. LeTourneau. 1946. Mobile Form and Transport for Cast Structures. US Patent 2,593,465, filed May 17, 1946 and
issued April 22, 1952.

The collapsible inner molds can be seen behind the
outer molds in Figure 16 as the two are being aligned
to cast a home. The Tournalayer lifted the outer mold
and placed it over the inner mold after steel
reinforcement and frames for the openings were
installed. The Tournapull would provide the power

to run the electric motors, pulleys, and cables that
lifted the molds. While the Tournalayer “automated”
the construction process of homes, the sequence of
operations necessary to form the home was actually
quite complex.

Figure 16. Tournalayer No. 2, photograph, 1946. Margaret Estes Library, LeTourneau University, Longview, Texas, Robert G.
LeTourneau Collection.

The posed photograph in Figure 17 reveals the
backside of a Tournalayer while the Tournapull is
concealed by the Toccoa welding van. The forms are
shown lifted and being transported within the
Tournalayer frame. A large Tournalayer community
was not created in Toccoa, but Tournalayers were
demonstrated and created several houses there. The
first Toccoa, Georgia Tournalaid home was painted
the same bright yellow color as LeTourneau’s
earthmoving equipment.15 LeTourneau’s earlier allsteel homes in Peoria were also depicted in the same

equipment yellow in LeTourneau’s brochure The
Carefree Home.16 Later homes would be painted
white, but the first ones were depicted as being
equipment yellow. LeTourneau created earthmoving
machines side-by-side in the same plant as the homes
which were pragmatic machines for living. The
craftsmen who made the Tournapull also formed
their own all-steel homes in the same plant, using the
same tools. While many of the tools used to create
the machines were modern, the complex machines
were essentially hand-crafted.

Figure 17. R.G. LeTourneau Co. of Georgia, Toccoa, Georgia, photograph, custom welding van in front of a Tournalayer at the
LeTourneau plant circa 1945. Courtesy of the Margaret Estes Library, LeTourneau University, Longview, Texas, Robert G.
LeTourneau Collection. A detail of this photograph is located in Figure 1.

While LeTourneau was not an architect, he did
design the Tournalayer as a flexible tool to be used
by architects as it could create numerous forms.
LeTourneau was influenced by the architectural
ideas of the time. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Usonian
house, for example, would permeate the construction
industry as it rationalized flat roofs, simple
geometric forms, and radiant heating in the floors. R.
G. LeTourneau’s son Richard L. LeTourneau would
be chosen to lead the Tournalayer division in Toccoa,
Georgia and then Longview, Texas. The paper that
Richard presented to the New Mexico Society of
Professional Engineers at the University of New
Mexico Engineering College on April 2, 1948 listed
qualities that the Tournalaid architecture could
represent. He wrote that architecture “must be
recognized (and) that contemporary architecture
represents a way of living that has transformed the
home from its role as mere shelter into the center of
existence. Thus, architecture has become more

functional, more utilitarian and more casually
beautiful.” 17 Richard’s view was focused on the
construction method as he saw the machine and the
forms as components that architects could use to their
own ends. Richard stated that “(W)e have developed
an extremely flexible building method in order to
permit unlimited freedom of architectural
treatment.”18 The ability to remain flexible was
designed into the mechanical reproduction of the
prefabricated homes.
The Tournalayer was not an attempt to dictate a
specific style, but rather a machine to produce shapes
that could be used as architectural components. The
recommended designs were modern in that the flat
roof was emphasized to lessen wasted space with the
ability to provide a recreational space on the roof as
a sun deck, roof garden or terrace. Richard L.
LeTourneau was aware of the Usonian home and
mentioned it as one of the “extremely modern”

“architectural trends” that the buyers demand. While
the flat roof was recommended it was not the only
option presented. Prospective homeowners could
choose from “the cape cod, the modern colonial, the
Spanish or the extremely modern Usonian-type
house” according to the paper.19
The “Toccoa plant was used as the experimental
plant for the company, and as such could not be
expected to show a profit similar to the Peoria
operation.”20 The steel housing panels would be

similar in Toccoa as those in Peoria, but the form of
the application of the panels in the housing design
continued to evolve. LeTourneau described them as:
“all-steel construction, hermetically sealed and airconditioned, with a six-inch insulated space between
inside and outside walls, providing almost perfect
protection against the heat of summer and the cold of
winter. These houses are fire, earthquake, termite,
and almost bomb proof. The walls both outside and
inside are painted, and the appearance is modern and
attractive.”21

Figure 18. LeTourneau’s Baby Tournalayer, 1951, Toccoa, Georgia, photograph, courtesy of Dale Hardy of LeTourneau Technologies
and R.G. LeTourneau Heritage Center.

LeTourneau manufactured the next building
construction tool named the Baby Tournalayer in the
experimental Toccoa plant and used his nearby hotel
site to demonstrate it to clients. LeTourneau first
established the hotel site by with the placement of
Tournapull Apart-Homes, but decided to cast 3 small

concrete homes at the site in order to show the
process to contractors who purchased one of the two
Baby Tournalayers to construct small homes for
North African Arabs in French Morocco (Figures 18
and 19).

Figure 19. “LeTourneau’s Baby Tournalayer Under Way to Motel Site,” 1951, Toccoa, Ga., photograph, courtesy of Dale Hardy of
LeTourneau Technologies and R.G. LeTourneau Heritage Center. LeTourneau’s Baby Tournalayer is shown traveling to the motel site
to cast the three rooms.

The LeTourneau Company would publicize the two
new Baby Tournalayers by sensationalizing the cast
room structure as being “atomic-bomb-proof”
(Figure 20). Close to the Toccoa plant, earthmoving
equipment cut the earth; the Tournalayer would lay
the room units and the earth would be replaced atop
the cast concrete structures. The rooms were
ventilated through the earth creating cross ventilation
through the front door. Windows were left out of the
front of the concrete structures to support the concept

of the buried hotel rooms as being “bomb-proof.”
The low construction cost was promoted as being
less than ten percent of standard construction costs.
Precedent for LeTourneau’s desire to have
exceedingly strong buildings can be traced back to
his earlier experiences. LeTourneau, while living in
San Francisco, witnessed one of the most significant
earthquakes in history on April 18, 1906. He was in
a building that was shaken to the ground and
rendered uninhabitable. This experience influenced

his thoughts on construction methods as he wished to
create buildings that were not just durable, but would
far exceed standard construction standards. He
designed his homes as did his equipment by creating
industrial strength buildings.
The LeTourneau Company understood that it could
control what the press reported by forming press
clips that highlighted the machines capabilities as
well as the products created with the machines. The

press clip in Figure 20 highlights how LeTourneau’s
machines could sculpt the earth by moving a
mountain and rapidly construct durable shelters.
While the Cold War is reflected in the atomic nature
of the press coverage (figure 21), it was unlikely that
the bomb-proof aspect of the concrete construction
would have been put to the test. The concrete rooms
were created primarily as demonstrations of the
machine’s capabilities.

Figure 20. “Nation’s First Atomic-Bomb-Proof Tourist Motel,” circa 1951, Toccoa, Georgia, press clip, courtesy of Dale Hardy of
LeTourneau Technologies and R.G. LeTourneau Heritage Center.

R.G. LeTourneau changed the shape of Toccoa,
Georgia with both his industrial technology and his
ideas about how to live in the first half of the 20th
century. Utopian underpinnings were perceived by
the visitors at the “Tournapull,” Georgia plant
opening. While LeTourneau did not directly define
what he understood utopia to mean for himself, it is
clear that his Four-Point System was intended to
develop community by providing and creating
machines, promote self-sufficiency, establish a
community of “Tournapull,” and promoted
Christianity. An inseparable aspect of LeTourneau’s
life was the connection between business and
religion as it became a motivating factor in many of

his decisions. R.G. LeTourneau’s early Christian
roots and his experience with materials and processes
formed a synergy as he built communities with his
machines. LeTourneau’s professional affiliations
included the Christian Businessmen’s Committee
International, the National Association of
Evangelicals, Business Men’s Evangelistic Clubs,
and Gideon’s president for the year 1940.
LeTourneau
actively
blended
economic
conservatism and religion; as he believed, they
belonged together and strengthened one another. On
September 27, 1940 LeTourneau was interviewed by
Robert Ripley of Ripley’s “Believe-it-or-not” for a
radio broadcast. The interview reiterated what R.G.

LeTourneau stated early in his career: that he donated
90 percent of his profits to charity. The foundation
that he established “supports a number of foreign
missions and employs twelve evangelists, who travel
over the country and speak in churches. We send out
1,500,000 pamphlets every month. And we have a
publication called NOW which is mailed, free for the
asking, to 80,000 people weekly.”22

R.G. LeTourneau represented a unique balance
between industrial equipment manufacturing,
utopian architectural endeavors, and evangelical
pursuits. His legacy in “Tournapull,” Georgia
remains a source of interest for Georgians as well as
historians.

Figure 21. Andrew Sparks, “You Rest in Peace… Six Feet Under… in Georgia’s First Atomic-Bomb-Proof Tourist Court.” The
Atlanta Journal and Constitution Magazine (September 29 1951). Three covered Tournalayer units were laid individually then
covered with earth and faced with a concrete masonry wall to retain the earth infill. Vegitation was intended to take over the earth
infill.
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648 cups, 7 Teapots and 8 Paintings: An Installation
Thesis presented for the Master of Fine Arts Degree at the University of Mississippi
December 1998

The Cup Wall (detail), 1998.

Hand-crafted wood potters tools, handmade potter’s wheel, and handmade salt kiln, circa 1998.

These handmade artist’s tools are integral in creating
functional ceramics. The rhythm of the kick-wheel,
the shape of the hand tools, and the form of the saltkiln all contribute to the final product. The tools
selected have a large influence on the final products
of bowls, cups, teapots and vases. The selection of
tools and the making of tools by the craftsman is of

great importance. When creating pottery on a treadlewheel for example, the hands directly connect to the
clay and the simple tools are the hands. Tools are not
machines, but together the tools form a mechanized
process. The artist often crafts with simple tools in
order to have direct control over the end product.

The Cup Wall, 1998.

The Cup Wall draws inspiration form the shoji door
while giving the salt-fired cups a place to reside.
Instead of holding a gallery opening, a gallery
closing was used to interact with the visitors. The 648
cups were given away to the visitors in order to create
a vested interest in order to allow the functional cups

to be used and discussed. While multiplicity does not
automatically translate to artful expression, it is
difficult to connect with those that you are producing
for without the feedback loop of producing,
experiencing, and fine-tuning. While a lip of a
drinking cup may, for example, be appealing to the
eye, if it dribbles liquid on the user, it can quickly

Cups from The Cup Wall, 1998.

become a pencil holder and fails at its intended
purpose.

The making of tools and selection of tools the by a
craftsman is of great importance because the tools
selected directly connect with those that use the
resulting product… in this case salt-fired cups. One
of the directions of this thesis was to express the
multiplicity of production, not machine-production
but rather craftsman-production.

Painting Number 5 from “648 cups, 7 Teapots and 8
Paintings: An Installation,” 40” x 40”, 1998.

The quest in developing a philosophy about clay
was developed through drawings and paintings.
Working on canvas helped to play an important
role in the process. Pottery was a main focus, yet
paintings offer a different way in which to solidify
ideas. Often a painting can express an idea that is
physically challenging to create with ceramics.
The paintings feed off of the functional wares.

Painting Number 7 from“648 cups, 7 Teapots and 8 Paintings: An Installation,” 40” x 46”, 1998.

Dwelling and Drawing in the Landscape at Paynes Prairie: The Interstitial Space
Excerpt from an essay, 2010.

Man Hermes Nature, triptych photo collage, 2010.

While drawing in the landscape at Paynes Prairie, I
began to create a series of images that searched for
the space between - the interstitial space. After
drawing Come Sit Stay I liked the story it began to
tell. I decided to add to the media of the triptych and
create the photo collage Man Hermes Nature. The
photo collage allowed for more levels of experience
of the actual place over a period of three days. Being

in the space over a period of several days while
working on the collage allowed for me to ask
questions. I knew that the obvious end panels of the
triptych would be man and nature, but I was still
pondering on how the middle panel would bring the
work together. While biking to the site on the last day
to take photographs I realized the bicycle I was on
would influence the middle panel of in that it
transported me from the manmade world to nature.

The bicycle was much like Hermes. While it
physically transported me from city to nature, it also
mentally moved me from place to place.
The photographs for the collage were collected over
three days in November 2010. On the 18th through
the 20th I worked by bicycling to the site, taking the
photographs and then arranging them into the new
composition. I recorded the sights and qualities of the
space with my camera in order to give depth to the
collage. I spent much time in the space capturing the
fall vegetation, animals and manmade objects that
controlled the space for man and nature. The
manmade covered bench is an object that controls
space as well as directs the view. The wooden fence
divides the spaces as man occupied and nature
occupied.

Being in the landscape in situ while drawing creates
a closer connection than working from photographs
that freeze a moment in time. Being in the space
involves active participation.
Landscape has meaning because of our interpretation
of it. There is a pictorial space and a landscape space.
The pictorial space is a representation through two
dimensional images whereas landscape space is the
actual space and the phenomenological experience
that is gained from being in the space.

As we know, nature does not follow the line of the
manmade fence. As I was close to the fence on the
first day I saw a deer and her young doe following
close behind on Paynes Prarie and their photos are
incorporated into the collage. On the second day as I
was watching for the deer again, I looked behind me
to notice the two deer standing behind me on the
wrong side of the fence. They had no trouble
ignoring the fence as divider between man and the
preserve.
In the Art of Memory by Jacobus Publicius he
referred to the marking of places with material
objects. This establishes a framework that secures
that which is vast. The framework of images was
established in Man Hermes Nature to define the
space of the Sweetwater Overlook while being able
to express an unseen interstitial space, a space of
Hermes, a place where the soul resides, and a place
where man and nature come close.

Come Sit Stay, pencil sketch at Paynes Prairie, 2010.

A Simply-Crafted Architectural Paper Toy: An Essay
2011
We commonly associate playing with the activities
of children, yet creative adults use play when they
create as well. Playing allows a freedom in the
process of creation. Children are inherently creative
during play because of a lack of inhibitions and
imposed rules about how to go about creating.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty wrote in The Visible and
the Invisible (1968) that “The child understands
well beyond what he knows how to say, responds
well beyond what he could define, and this after all
is as true of the adult.” While one may not be able
to articulate why something happens, they may be
able to make the same action occur repeatedly with
skill. Playing often involves the hand and mind
working in conjunction to learn and experience
through action and reflection. Craftsmen play, this
deviation from sheer production allows for
evolution of ideas and techniques. Play is a valuable
tool that allows for experimentation and deviation
from what can be conceived of as the normal. Play
allows for the participants to ask questions of
themselves.
Charles Eames made the film Toccata for Toy Trains
(1957) about toy trains; he was interested in the
difference between a model and a toy. He said
“These are real toys, not scale models. That is not to
say toys are good and scale models are bad, but they
are different. Most of the trains we have used are old
and some of them are quite old. The reason for this
is that in the most recent years we seem to have lost
the knack for making real toys. Most old ones have a
direct and unembarrassed manner that give us a

special kind of pleasure, a pleasure different than the
admiration we may feel for a perfect little copy of a
real thing. In a good old toy there is apt to be nothing
self-conscious about the use of materials. What is
wood is wood, what is tin is tin, what is cast is
beautifully cast. It is possible that somewhere in all
of this is a clue to what sets the creative climate of
anytime, including our own…” Allowing for truth in
materials for the toy trains, I decided to simplify the
materials for the paper and ink toy construction.
Playing often involves the projection of self into a
space that is at a much smaller scale. Children have
little trouble understanding how to play with model
houses for their scale figures; they also have no
trouble anthropomorphizing other animals into
human scenarios. Children intuitively project
themselves at the scale of the toys they are playing
with. Gaston Bachelard in The Poetics of Space
(1964) referred to the miniature cardboard houses
that children play and wrote “In other words, the tiny
things we imagine simply take us back to childhood,
to familiarity with toys and the reality of toys.” This
reality of toys that he speaks of is a powerful concept
in that playing allows one to make decisions about
how they perceive; this playing allows for a second
iteration of thought to come forward, not just the
initial conception. Through play we learn.

the first figure. I used a bamboo pen that I made from
wild bamboo that grows in my back yard.

Ink drawings with bamboo pen on watercolor paper, 4”x6”,
April 2011.

While looking at the drawings of Valeriano Pastor, I
am reminded of the importance of how the body
dwells within space. Marco Frascari wrote "A
tradition of architectural figures: a search for Vita
Beata” in Body and Building: Essays on the
Changing Relation of Body and Architecture (2002)
draws attention to the fact that in contemporary
architecture practice architects tend to use generic
figures that then create and inspire generic spaces.
The more information the architect can provide for
the basis of a design, the more the client can see what
the architect is trying to accomplish. The posture,
position and attitude to the body in space activate the
architecture. The imagined occupation of space is
what is left after the body leaves. The architecture
without the body has yet to be activated; inhabiting
space my drawings of bodies can have a dialog with
the spaces as well as each other. I began to draw
figure studies on 4”x6” postcards in black ink, see

The bamboo pen allows for the scale of the hand to
transcribe the scale of the body to the scale of the
small postcard. The looseness of the figurative ink
drawings allows for one to empathize with the figure
while not being too prescriptive; there is still room
for interpretation from the person playing with the
cards. The media of ink on paper was chosen for its
simplicity; simplicity in material does not equate
directly to a simple meaning though. Once the
drawings were created, I began to find ways to relate
the figures to each other; I scanned the drawings and
reprinted them on multiple 4”x6” cards in order to
place apertures in each of the cards so that they
would be able to control new views with the other
figures. Openings or apertures in the cards were
created to allow for the opportunity to view a distant
space; the openings create a visual delay and a
threshold that the eye must navigate. I then folded the
cards to make the card stable as well as introduce a
new dimension. This simple folding allows the
figures to interrelate to each other on the same card
as well as the figures on the other cards. To make the
cards become objects and not architectural spaces, I
rounded the corners of each of the cards; this
breaking away from the want to make a model allows
the person playing with the cards to imagine their
own spaces and places. This gives a non-specific
approach to the play. These rounded corners
strengthen the fact that they are cards to be played
with and not architectural models. While there is
nothing wrong with models, in the words of Charles
Eames, the strength of the toy lies in the fact that the
person playing with the cards has to project their own
ideas to make the spaces.

The intent of the toy is simple in that it allows for the
user to use their hands to manipulate the pieces in
space. In the second illustration the construction
instructions elude to a way to view the distant figures
through the apertures while having a figure in the
foreground. This open ended way of controlling the
space allows for the user to control their spatial
creation. This manipulation with hands adds a tactile
layer that the person placing these cards experiences
with their hand and mind. The drawings of the
figures at different scales in conjunction with the
apertures allow for views to be framed according to
the person playing with the cards. The intent is for
the person to become involved and having opinions
and ideas of how to arrange the cards; this allows for
the person playing to bring their own ideas to the toy.
As Merleau Ponty in The Visible and the Invisible
(1968) stated “A perceived world would not appear
to man if these conditions were not in his body; but
this is not that they explain the world.” This
reinforces that the human while experiencing space
must bring their own explanations to the simple facts.
The interpretation and knowledge that man possesses
in not part of our bodies only, the individual’s
experiences make up their knowledge. He says that
the questions that philosophy raises are the questions
within our lives.
The Chiasm that Ponty speaks of in The Visible and
the Invisible implies that the person touches an
object, but the object in turn touches the person. The
Chiasm is a reversibility that refers to the interaction
between the object and the subject. A person often
thinks that they are touching, but not being touched.
The Paper Toy to be played with must touch the
person playing with it; it is not simply being touched.
The toy by being interactive requires the user to

confront the figures on the paper and juxtapose them
with the other figures to create a spatial sequence.
The user will develop a vested interest in the figures
when they require themselves to make spatial
decisions with their eyes and hands to form a
composition. These decisions become stories; these
stories come from the information that the user has
within their vocabulary. The structure of the story
that can unfold from the cards is already embedded
within the author of the story.
A key to the toy is having the user/author bring the
story forward; the toy cards are simply a muse in
which the user is able to respond. The more
knowledge or experiences a user has, the more
information the cards can help bring forward.

A Simply-Crafted Paper Toy, wordless instructions, April 2011.

The Life of Janus: Fountains and Forgotten Manuscripts,
Installation at Gala Corina Art Exhibit at The Pier in St. Pete Florida, 2003.

Elevation drawing of the installation (above), detail photograph of the “soft” side of the paper airplanes (right).

The installation was constructed with re-used
materials. The reclaimed materials were the yellow
pages of telephone books and empty Aquafina
bottles. There were literally and figuratively two
sides to the project. The paper airplanes reflect the

airplanes and small airport that The Pier overlooks
while the water bottles make note of the water locked
building. The paper airplanes are both sharp
projectiles on one side while on the opposite side
they are more like the soft petals of flowers.

Detail of the ceiling panel installation (above), detail photograph of the “sharp” side of the paper airplane installation (right).

Just as our interests lie in the ability to reconsider
our perceived value of things, sometimes we like to
reconsider our understanding of language and its
intended use. The same holds true for the way that
we use our words; we often forget that there is more
than one definition to a term or that the term’s intent
was actually more in depth than initially perceived.
Sometimes, words carry multiple meanings or even
opposite meaning within themselves. These words
are referred as Janus Words. Named for the twofaced god in Roman mythology, Janus words (also
called auto-antonyms) are a special breed—they are
words which contradict themselves. In other words,
they mean one thing and the opposite of that
meaning.

This project seeks to reconsider that which we think
we already know. The original intent of installation
has been reconsidered and constructed in the spirit
of the word’s original intent.
The original
installation was a spatial experience that engaged
the viewer; creating a connection that had the
potential to become personal. From this point of
view, the artist is NOT “making” the installation –
the “installation” actually occurs when the viewer
imagines themselves seated in the piece: to set in a
seat and given a place.

in·stall:
To set in a seat; to give a place to; establish (one)
in a place.
To settle in an indicated place or condition.

The Janus installation installed (top left), installing the installation (top
right), the “sharp” points of the paper airplanes are not so inviting (bottom
left), section drawings of the free standing vertical wall (right).

The installation called “The Life of Janus: Fountains and
Forgotten Manuscripts” for the Gala Corina Art Exhibit at The
Pier in St. Pete Florida was a site specific installation that
reflected the idea that The Pier is surrounded and held by water
and overlooks an active airport. The two-sided aspect of the
installation was emphasized with the sharp appearance of the
point of the airplanes and the flower-like aspect of the opposite
side.

The Secret Life of Fifi: The Sarasota Circus Dog
Design / build, donation to the Humane Society of Tampa Bay.
The dog house was auctioned house raised $1400 for the Humane Society, 2003.

Process drawings, stories, models and work for the work for the design of the doghouse.

A driving direction for the design of this dog house
is the concept of the collector. To generate ideas for
forms, a story was created involving a circus dog that
loves tennis balls and becomes a kleptomaniac. The
dog needs a place to store the massive collection of
tennis balls. To form a receptacle for the tennis balls,
the circus dog steals forms from the circus to build

her summer house. The house is composed of the
things collected as well as the way she works and the
way the thinks. This collection, both physical and
imagined. The collection consists of all that we are
and all that we do. The collection is more than the
things we own. The relationship that binds the pieces

of the collection transforms when reality is
harmonized with fantasy.
The pieces of the collection are ordinary, even
mundane. The objects in the form are reclaimed to
play another role. The relationship between the
pieces of the collection are far more interesting than
when they stand on their own. The commonalities
that bind the forms are often more related to
obsession than obligation. The “collecting” of the
collection becomes as mysterious as the assemblage
of the collection.
The collection shaped the space and as well as
enveloping our thoughts about the built environment.
Seeing our collections displayed and interacting with
them helps to define us as individuals. Having our
possessions actually envelope us is a conceptual tool
as well as physical activity.
Having our collections actually envelope us
(sometimes painstakingly) is physical; but there is an
alluring psychological component to the collection
as we carry it with us in our memory day to day. This
mental collection has the ability to become more
meaningful as we move through space that is not
necessarily directly associated with the primary
collection. As connections form inside our thoughts,
eventually we build our physical “collection” to
mirror them.
The roof of the shelter is held on by the muscular
forms of the vertical members as they bite into the
roof much like a dog bites into a tennis ball. The
vertical members reflects the bone and muscle
structure of the circus animals in the collector’s
memory.

Completed dog shelter, photograph.

This doghouse as an expression of the obsession of
collecting that overtakes many us to some degree.
There is a secret will that, if left unchecked to answer
to no one, would begin to transform our lives, both
physically and mentally. This dog house is a
celebration of a moment when someone feels that
they have finally assembled the pieces of an
obsession; that reality has merged with fantasy and
the collection has now emerged as an object unto
itself.

This dog shelter is rooted in the belief that the
mundane, when reconsidered, could be used in new
ways. The aim of this Florida inspired dog house
was to experiment with things that already exist.
History was also considered as a collection in itself
which can be mined. That which has been set aside
and reconsidered is an innovative way to develop
new forms that relate to site.
An individual collection, whether concrete or
metaphysical, is a discovery of that person’s internal
composition. It alludes to their way of thinking, and
it enters their dreams and shapes their reality.
A collection is more than the things that they own.
Their collection suggests how everything else is
considered and executed. The collection which can
be partly truth and partly fiction acts as its own entity
and has the power to shape space. An active
collection is never static, but always moving and
changing. It has to do with our things, our thoughts,
our dreams, our goals, our sacrifices and ultimately
our reality. As we change, our collection changes.

Process drawings (left top), the circus dog poses with her new
collection of tennis balls (bottom left and above).

Hidden Garden
Garden concept sketches

Hidden Garden Diagrams, Ink and pencil on paper, 5”x8”, 2011.

Hidden Garden Investigations, Ink and pencil on paper, 5”x8”, 2011.

Hidden Garden Fountain Plan, Ink and pencil on paper, 5”x5”, 2011.

Hidden Garden Study, Ink, wash and pencil on paper, 4”x6”, 2011.

Landscape Inspired Urn Designs
2012

Urn design
sketches (right
and left), ink,
wash and pencil
on paper, 9” x
12”, 2012.

Landscape Watercolors and Landscape Inspired Ceramics
2011-2014

Ichetucknee Campground, Ichetucknee Springs, Florida, ink drawing with ink wash, 9” x 12”, 2012 (above).
Oak at Dry Wells Road, Austin, Texas, watercolor and mixed media, 9” x 12”, 2014 (left).

Storm Clouds with Sunset, Austin, Texas, watercolor and mixed media, 9” x 12”, 2014 (above).
Pumpkin Sunset on Lake O’ the Cherokee, Grove, Oklahoma, watercolor and ink, 9” x 12”, 2013 (right).

Jerusalem Artichokes Covering Zippy’s Yard, Grove, Oklahoma, watercolor and ink, 9” x 12”, 2014 (above).
Climbing Tree in Gainesville, Florida, watercolor and mixed media, 9” x 12”, 2012 (right).

Landscape Bowl Series, earthenware with underglaze pencil, 4”x7”, 2012 (above).
Sketches for Landscape Bowl series (detail), ink and washes with pencil, 9” x 12”, 2012 (left).

Landscape Bowl Series, earthenware with underglaze pencil, 4”x 5”, May 2012 (above).
Landscape Bowl Series, earthenware with underglaze pencil, 3”x 5”, May 2012 (left).

A Path in the Landscape, Gainesville, Florida, watercolor and mixed media, 9” x 12”, 2011 (left).
Trees in the Park, Austin, Texas, colored pencil, 9” x 9”, 2014 (above).

Landscape Bowl Series, stoneware clay with underglaze pencil
and underglazes, 4”x7”, 2012 (above).
Landscape Bowl Series, earthenware with underglaze pencil
and underglazes, 3”x7”, 2012 (left).

Front Yard with Evergreens, Gainesville, Florida, Ink, wash and pencil, 5” x 8”, 2012.

Playfield, Austin, Texas, watercolor and mixed media, 9” x 12”, 2014.

